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An integrated services network is a network that switches and transmits various 
classes of traffic such as data, voice, video, graphics, facsimile, ... etc. With the 
advent of digital voice and video technology, it is feasible to integrate voice, video 
and data services, providing a single local network for both. As the utilization on 
current 10 M b/s Ethernet is under 10% of the channel bandwidth, it is highly 
desirable if the spared bandwidth can be used to support other services, like 
real-time voice communication. In this thesis, we propose a new protocol, 
Integrated Service Protocol (ISP), for real-time voice traffic on Ethernet. The 
performance of the ISP for voice traffic is evaluated through simulation. Simu-
lation shows that ISP has a better throughput, delay and voice loss performance 
when compared with the Ethernet protocol. We find that by adding 30% of voice 
traffic, about 100 active voice stations, the network maintains a low voice loss 
and a low data delay. To demonstrate the feasibility of integrating voice on 
Ethernet, we design and implement two low-cost adapters: Integrated Services 
Adapter (ISA) and Voice on Ethernet Adapter (VEA). Hardware and software 
implementation issues are discussed in details. Implementation results and per-
formance testing for voice traffic are also discussed. 
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A local area network (LAN) is a communication network that provides inter-
connection of a variety of data communicating devices within a small area. 
Ethernet, a 10 Mb/s CSMA/CD network, is one of the most successful LAN 
technology and is widely installed all over the world. It is designed for computer 
communications and has a good delay performance from light to medium traffic 
load. In fact, the utilization of Ethernet in practice is only about 5% to 10% of 
the channel capacity [1]. It is therefore desirable if the spared capacity can be 
used to support other communication services: voice (two-party and conference) 
/ 
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calls, image and graphics transfers, and compressed video transmission. With the 
advent of multimedia technology and applications, the need for supporting inte-
grated services on Ethernet becomes more apparent. 
1.2 Traffic Characteristics 
Traffic can be classified into four groups according to their transmission 
requirements. Their characteristics are summarized as follows and Table 1.1 
shows the typical bit rates for future multimedia communications: 
(1) Small Asynchronous Data Traffic, Interactive Data 
They consist of short interactive messages like terminal emulation and text 
processing. These messages cannot tolerate any error and require instantaneous 
response. The arrival time of individual messages are not fixed and are separated 
by long periods. 
(2) Bulk Asynchronous Data Traffic, Graphics and Facsimile 
It refers to traffic having a large volume of data transfer, such as graphics 
transfer, facsimile, high volume printing and file transfer. Same as asynchronous 
data traffic, no error is allowed but substantially longer delays can be tolerated. 
Typically, tens to hundreds of seconds are acceptable. 
(3) Low Bandwidth Synchronous Traffic, Voice 
A telephone conversation requires 64 kb/s bandwidth for each communicating 
party. It requires a high degree of continuity, otherwise its quality will be 
degraded. 
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(4) High Bandwidth Synchronous Traffic, Video 
Video conferencing and television broadcast are classified under this group 
of traffic. Typically, for VCR quality, it requires about 1.5 Mb/s for each 
communicating party. For high quality video, it requires much higher bandwidth. 
Like voice, video signal can be slightly distorted. For full motion pictures, it 
requires a frame rate of 30 frames per second. However, lower frame rate can 
be tolerated in certain applications. 
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Traffic Type Information Bit Rate Quality and Remarks 
Type 
Small Asynchronous Interactive 1.2 kb/s - 28.8 kb/s Terminal emulation and text processing 
data 
Bulk Asychronous Data Wide range of bit rates Continuous, burst- and packet-oriented data 
Text Some kb/s Higher bit rates for downloading of large volumes 
Graphics Relatively low bit rates Depending on transfer time required 
100 Mb/s or more Exchange of complex 3D computer models 
Image 64 kb/s Group-4 telefax 
Various Corresponding to JPEG standard 
Up to 300 Mb/s High-quality professional images 
Low Bandwidth Syn- Audio n x 64 kb/s 3.1 kHz, 7 kHz or hi-fi baseband signals (CCITT) 
chronous 
High Bandwidth Syn- Video 64-128 kbs/s Video telephony (reduced quality; CCITT H.261) 
chronous 384 kb/s - 2 Mb/s Video conferencing (reduced quality; CCITT H261) 
1.5 Mb/s Today's quality of VCR (MPEG 1) 
5-10 Mb/s Standard TV quality (MPEG 2) 
34/45 Mb/s TV contribution 
50 Mb/s or less HDTV distribution 
100 Mb/s or more Studio-to-studio HDTV in top quality; 
Time-compressed video downloading 
CCITT: Committee Consultant International Telegraphy and Telephony,HDTV: High-Definition Tele vision, JPEG: Joint Photographic Expert Group.MPEG: 
Motion Picture Experts Group. 
Table 1.1: Typical Bit Rates of Information Types in Future Multimedia Com-
munications [2] 
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1.3 Related Works 
It is known that CSMA/CD is inadequate to support real-time synchronous traffic 
because the packet delay is nondeterministic and the throughput performance is 
poor under heavy traffic conditions. Since a receiver has to reconstruct the speech 
in real-time, voice packets delayed for too long will become useless and be dis-
carded. If the amount of voice packet loss is significant, the voice quality can 
be severely degraded. On the other hand, adding voice traffic means an increase 
of the network utilization. Data packets will suffer more collisions and will 
experience a longer transmission delay. It is found that even with a moderate 
network utilization, the voice packet loss and data packet delays in Ethernet can 
be unacceptably large [3]. To tackle these problems, many approaches have been 
proposed. 
[4] proposed a TDMA/CSMA which divides the channel into a series of 
alternating TDM voice slots and data slots. Since a dedicated channel is used 
for voice packets communication, data packets can only access a limited number 
of slots. However, this protocol requires changes in protocol for data transmission 
and thus is not compatible with Ethernet. 
[5] proposed a hybrid protocol which allows data packets transmitted with 
a modified CSMA/CD protocol and the voice packets transmitted by a 
token-passing scheme. Although collisions among the voice packets can be 
avoided, this protocol is also not compatible with Ethernet. 
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In [6], voice packets are transmitted using movable TDM slots and data 
packets are transmitted by conventional CSMA/CD techniques. A long preempt 
header is included in each voice packet so that when a voice packet collides with 
a data packet, the data station will withdraw its transmission upon detecting a 
collision. Inclusion of the preempt header ensures a bounded delay for the voice 
packets. Because of this additional overhead, the protocol is not suitable for 
networks with long cable and high bit rate. Moreover, since voice packets have 
to be small, and data packets have to be smaller than voice packets, the protocol 
can become very inefficient. 
In [7], a multi-channel reservation protocol is proposed to allow the separ-
ation of data and voice in different channels and at the same time to reduce the 
normalized propagation delay, resulting in an overall performance improvement. 
While many studies on the integration of voice/data traffic on CSMA/CD 
L A N S appear in the literature, there have not yet been any commercial imple-
mentations, possibly because either their performance is not satisfactory or they 
are not compatible with the current Ethernet standard. They require a replacement 
of all existing Ethernet adapters which is obviously undesirable. In the next 
chapter, we propose an integrated services protocol which supports voice traffic 
in existing Ethernets. The protocol is compatible with the Ethernet protocol in 
the sense that new network adapters can be added to co-exist with existing 
Ethernet hardware to support multimedia communications. 
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Integrated Services Protocol (ISP) 
In this chapter we propose a new protocol for integrated voice/data services in 
Ethernet, the Integrated Service Protocol (ISP) [8]. ISP is compatible with 
Ethernet and allows voice stations to have a higher channel access priority than 
data stations. ISP performs much better than the Ethernet protocol for supporting 
voice communications, and can support much more voice calls. 
2.1 Ethernet 
Ethernet uses the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection 
(CSMA/CD) media access method which allows two or more stations to share a 
common transmission medium. To transmit, as station waits for a quiet period 
on the medium and then sends the packet. If, after initiating a transmission, the 
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packet collides with that of another station, then each transmitting station will 
intentionally send a few additional bits (jam bits) to ensure propagation of the 
collision throughout the system. The station remains silent for a random period 
(backoff) before attempting to transmit again. 
Table 2.1 lists some important specifications of Ethernet. 
Data rate 10 Mb/s 
Maximum end-to-end length 2.5 km 
Maximum segment length 500 m 
Encoding Manchester 
Coax cable impedance 50 Q. 
Coax cable signal levels 0 to -2V 
Length of preamble 64 bits 
Length of CRC 32 bits 
Length of address fields 48 bits 
Maximum packet size 1526 bytes 
Minimum packet size 64 bytes 
Minimum inter-packet time 96 bits 
Table 2.1: Some Important Specifications Defined by Ethernet 
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Preamble Destination Source Type Data CRC 
Preamble Address Address Field 
8 bytes 6 bytes 6 bytes 2 bytes 38 - 1500 bytes 4 bytes 
Figure 2.1: Ethernet Packet Format 
2.2 ISP Description 
For simplicity, we assume that stations are classified as either voice stations or 
data stations. For real-time traffic, multiple voice circuits can be established. We 
further assume that each voice station has an adapter which supports ISP, although 
an integrated services adapter can be designed to support both voice and data 
communications on a single multimedia workstation. As data stations can use 
the existing Ethernet protocols, we can concentrate on the protocols for the voice 
stations. Below, we consider in particular how voice calls are handled and how 
voice packets are transmitted with a bounded delay and a low packet loss prob-
ability. 
2.2.1 Voice Communications Characteristics 
Voice signal is a continuous waveform with the nominal frequencies ranging from 
300 Hz to 3.4 kHz. During conversation, a person may talk or silent. When a 
person talks, talkspurts are generated. In order to reduce the number of bits being 
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transmitted, packets are transmitted only when there are talkspurts. No packet 
will be generated during silence periods. Figure 2.2 shows the on-off speech 
pattern with talkspurts and silence periods. 
Talkspurt Jalkspurt 
First ^ periodic Last First periodic Last 
voice packet voice packets voice packet voice packet voice packets voice packet 
Figure 2.2: Talkspurts and Silence Periods of Speech Patterns 
Figure 2.3 shows a block diagram of a typical voice station for voice packet 
generation and receipt. When a voice call is established between two or more 
voice stations, these voice stations are said to be active, A talkspurt uttered by 
a user is converted into a periodic stream of voice packets with fixed packetization 
intervals of 20 ms. The voice waveform is sampled at 8 kHz and encoded into 
a 32 kb/s ADPCM signal. Voice samples are then collected at the voice sample 
buffer and speech activity is being detected to separate talkspurts and silence 
periods. Packets generated during silence periods are detected and discarded. The 
saves the transmission bandwidth and allows more stations to be supported on an 
Ethernet segment. Voice packets are then stored in a packet buffer to wait for 
transmission. Each packet therefore contains 20 ms speech samples, which is 80 
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bytes. Packetization is done by the microprocessor (|LiP) controlled logic. The 
|xP controlled logic handles all the MAC layer functions whereas the Ethernet 
interface handles the physical layer functions. 
Ethernet 
Voice Input r ~ 7~1 
I八 ADPCM Voice _ Packet Ethernet ^ 
D — h � e n B : i s y 
uP 
Controlled 
盟St — Logic 
RAM \ 




C 1 & C 2 ^ „ . “"""" Address ^ 
Couitere n Detector 
Receive Ethernet 
•‘ r>„ff„ " Interface " 
Buffer Circuit 
L. Type , _ 
Detector 
Voice Output 
> ADPCM ^ Voice 
Decoder •“ Sample - ~ 
D/A Buffer 
Figure 2.3: System Design for Adaptors in Voice Stations 
In the receiver, voice packets are stored into the receive buffer. To allow for 
random network delays, the voice samples of a talkspurt is playback with an initial 
time delay D. If all latter packets arrive with delays less than D, a perfectly 
reconstructed voice stream will be resulted. However, any packets arriving with 
a delay greater than D will be too late to be included, hence will be discarded 
and will leave a gap in the voice stream. These gaps will degrade the voice 
quality at the receiver. A measure of the quality of the reconstructed voice is the 
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fraction L of packets lost due to these excess delays. Clearly there is a trade off 
between D and L. To reduce L we may increase D, but only to a limit, beyond 
which a two-way conversation becomes unacceptable (typically a few hundred 
milliseconds). In the following discussion, a fixed value of D is assumed. [9] 
gives a detailed analysis of packet voice delay and loss on LAN. 
2.2.2 Voice Packet Format 
In order to be compatible with Ethernet, voice packet should have the same format 
as data packets. Nevertheless, we need to differentiate voice packets from data 
packets by using the TYPE field in each packet (Figure 2.1). Table 2.2 lists new 
types of voice packets which are added for voice communications. Their uses 
will be discussed later in the voice transmission protocol. 
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Table 2.2: TYPE Field Definition 
2.2.3 Call Management 
To establish a voice call, a voice station sends out a call-request packet to the 
destination station. The destination station, after receiving the packet, will reply 
with a call-accept or a call-reject packet, depending on whether the call is accepted 
or not. When the call is over, either the station will send a call-release packet 
to the other station. In case a station wants to establish a conference call, it can 
either send a conference-request packet to the destination stations, or make 
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connections to each of the destination one by one. On receiving any one call-
accept packet from any one station, the conference call can proceed. Since delay 
is not a major problem in call setup and release, these call control packets can 
be transmitted using the same protocol. Unlike digital PBX, the call management 
process can be entirely distributed. 
2.4.4 Voice Packet Transmission Protocol 
The Ethernet protocol is not feasible for voice packet transmission due to the 
nondeterministic nature of delays. There are two problems: the contention among 
voice packets and the contention between voice packets and data packets. The 
former is due to the fact that voice packets are generated periodically. Subsequent 
voice packets may cause periodic collisions and this results in low throughput 
performance. The second problem can cause excessive delays to voice packets 
which is undesirable. 
To solve the first problem, each active voice station monitors the channel 
and maintains two counters, CI and C2, for scheduling purpose [10]. CI records 
the number of active voice stations, which have packets for transmission in each 
packetization interval. C2 maintains the station position among the active voice 
stations. Thus, the CI value of all voice stations should be the same whereas 
C2's should be different. To maintain CI, a station simply monitors the channel 
and counts the number of active voice packets in each packetization interval. 
When a new talkspurt is generated, the first voice packet is transmitted using the 
Ethernet CSMA/CD protocol. The TYPE field indicates that it is a new talkspurt 
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voice packet. Once this voice packet is transmitted successfully, other voice 
stations will then increment CI by 1. On the other hand, if a station transmits a 
last packet, other voice stations will decrease its CI by 1 accordingly. 
With the use of these two counters, a distributed queue can be formed and 
a round-robin system for voice stations is resulted. Station having C2 = 1 has 
the right to transmit, otherwise it has to wait until C2 becomes one. After a 
station has sent out a packet, it resets C2 to CI. The station is effectively putting 
itself into the end of queue. All other active voice stations should decrease their 
C2 by one so as to move one step forward in the queue. In this way, only one 
voice station will attempt for transmission at any time, hence avoiding the 
possibility of collisions among voice packets. 
There are two possible ways to solve contention between data and voice 
packets. One is to extend the preamble and trailer of voice packets such that 
voice packets may overlap with one another to form a voice packet train. Data 
station will detect a continuous busy interval and hence will not attempt for 
transmission. Since voice packets are relatively small (e.g. 80 bytes for 20ms 
speech, 32 kb/s ADPCM), the preamble and trailer can be a significant overhead. 
Moreover, voice packets will have a different format and hence will not accepted 
by routers and bridges. We suggest a simple way that when a voice packet 
collides with a data packet (or control packets), the voice station will persist in 
transmission after the jamming bits. The data stations will back off and will later 
find a busy channel. Voice packets therefore always have a higher priority for 
transmission and their delays can be minimized. 
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2.4.5 Error Handling 
The integrated services protocol is robust. In rare cases errors occur in counting 
C2 and CI will result in either a voice station waiting too long for other trans-
mission or a collision among voice packets. A time-out voice station will send 
a reset packet to announce an error on the counters. All the voice stations will 
reset their CI to zero and retransmit a first voice packet for their talkspurts. As 
occasional loss of voice packets has insignificant effects on the receiving voice 




3.1 Simulation Model And Parameters 
To evaluate the protocol performance of ISP, simulation programs are written 
using SIMSCRIPT 11.5. The specifications of the simulation model are: 
(1) All stations are uniformly distributed along a cable. The end-to-end 
propagation time is assumed to be 256 bit-time. 
(2) The number of active stations remains the same for the entire simulation. 
(3) The channel is unslotted according to the Ethernet standard. 
(4) For data packets, inter-arrival time is exponentially distributed. 
(5) Each voice station generates speech with a series of talkspurts and silence 
periods. The lengths of talkspurts and silence periods T^  are assumed to 
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be exponentially distributed with a mean of 1.34 seconds and 1.67 seconds 
respectively [11]. 
(6) No packets are generated during the silence periods. 
Table 3.1 shows a summary of the parameters used in our simulation. 
Parameters Values 
Packetization interval 20 ms 
ADPCM encoding bit rate 32 kb/s 
Voice packet size 106 bytes 
Data packet size 1526 bytes 
No. of data station 100 
Mean talkspurt length T\ 1-34 sec 
Mean silent period T^  1.67 sec 
Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters 
3.2 Voice Loss 
As discussed earlier in Chapter II，voice packets having a delay greater than the 
packetization interval will be discarded. Figure 3.1 and 3.2 show the voice loss 
percentage versus voice traffic loading with data traffic utilizations of Sd=0.1 and 
0.3 respectively. It is observed that if voice packets are transmitted by the Ethernet 
protocol, the voice packet loss can be significant when the total network utilization 
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is higher than 45%. In fact, the voice packet loss exceeds 2% which is unac-
ceptable for speech quality [12]. The ISP, however, gives a negligible voice 
packet loss in both cases. 
Voice Packet Loss % 
10 I 
8 - Data Throughput, S^ =0.1 
Ethernet Protocol 
LIiz 
^ ^ ^ ^ ISP 
ni m ^ n 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 
Voice Traffic Loading, Sv 
Figure 3.1: Voice Packet Loss Comparison 
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Voice Packet Loss % 
10 I ： 
,Ethernet Protocol 
Data Throughput, S ^  = 0.3 / 
Q 
^ ^ ISP 
ol — ^ • • I ~~‘ J Z 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 
Voice Traffic Loading, Sv 
Figure 3.2: Voice Packet Loss Comparison 
3.3 Data Delay 
Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 show the average data delay T^ versus So with different 
data loading, S .^ It is observed that in Ethernet, the data delay increases rapidly 
as the voice loading increases beyond 30% (100 active voice stations); whereas 
in ISP, the data delay maintains a low value. This is because ISP eliminates 
collisions among voice packets and the data delay can be reduced consequently. 
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4.5 Ethernet Protocol 
4 - Data Throughput, S^ =0.1 / 
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Voice Traffic Throughput, Sv 
Figure 3.3: Data Delay Performance Under Various Voice Utilization 
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Figure 3.4: Data Delay Performance Under Various Voice Utilization 
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3.4 Maximum Number Of Active Voice Stations 
If Ethernet is used to support voice traffic only, we can assume all the voice 
sources are scheduled perfectly without any collisions. The maximum number of 
active voice stations supported can be calculated as follows. Assuming a 20 ms 
packetization interval, each voice packet consists of 106 bytes (80 bytes voice 
samples, 26 bytes header overheads). As each voice packet must be separated 
by an interframe gap of 12 bytes, with the use of silence detection, the maximum 
number of voice stations supported in a 10 Mb/s network is approximately 
1 0 x l06x (20x10-3) 1 . 6 7 + 1 . 3 4 二 
( 1 0 6 + 1 2 ) X 8 X 1 3 4 -
Since there will be many collisions during high loading condition, many 
voice packets will be lost. So this theoretical value can never be achieved. Figure 
3.5 shows the number of active voice stations supported for different data load 
utilizations. For example, taking 2% voice loss as an acceptable limit [12], 
simulation shows that ISP can support 271 active voice stations whereas the 
Ethernet protocol can only support 143. 
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Figure 3.5: Maximum No. of Active Stations Supported in Ethernet 
3.5 Summary 
We have considered adding voice traffic to Ethernet. Other synchronous types 
of traffics like compressed video or low-bit rate data circuits can be supported in 
a similar fashion. The protocol is compatible with the existing Ethernet standard 
and we have proposed the Integrated Sevices Protocol (ISP) for maintaining the 
transmission order of the voice stations. We show that by adding up to 30% of 
voice traffic, which is equivalent to 100 active voice stations, the network 
maintains a low voice loss and a low data delay performance. Consider an 
Ethernet segment normally connects to few tenths of stations, the spared capacity 
of Ethernet should be sufficient for supporting integrated voice and data stations 




In this chapter, we are going to discuss the implementation details of the voice 
communication system. In order to compare the actual performance of the two 
protocols, we design two adapters, one for ISP and the other for the Ethernet 
protocol. The Integrated Services Adapter (ISA) is designed to handle ISP 
whereas the Voice on Ethernet Adapter (VEA) is designed to handle the Ethernet 
protocol for integrated voice/data communications. The design and implemen-
tation of the adapters are discussed. 
4.1 System Platform 
Figure 4.1 shows the system configuration of an integrated service Ethernet. The 
data stations are ordinary PCs with Ethernet adapter. The voice stations are PCs 
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having either an ISA or a VEA inside the stations. 
V||| voice II data 11 乂 voice || 她 
station 丨 st^on , station |l —on 
J ^ ^ ^ J ^ ^ l ^^^ ^^^ 
Ethernet 
I h I 
. voice data O voice Routo s=n 巧 station [| |丨—�" |1 —on [\ _ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ / 
f Public \ 
Figure 4.1: System Configuration of the Integrated Services Ethernet 
The system under DOS is based on Novell IPX network driver for network 
communications whereas the system under Linux is a multi-users, multi-tasking 
environment using TCP/IP. 
4.2 Integrated Services Adapter (ISA) 
We have described in the Chapter III the integrated service protocol (ISP) for 
Ethernet to provide integrated voice/data communications. In this section we 
discuss how ISP can be implemented by ISA. 
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4.2.1 Hardware Design 
ISA is a PC add-on card which handles voice generation, packetization and 
transmission for voice communication on Ethernet. The advantages of the ISA 
are: (1) voice traffic is not handled by the host PC and thus the loading of the 
host CPU is reduced significantly; (2) Voice loss during generation and recon-
struction is eliminated, as the control is now done by a dedicated |LiP on the 
adapter; and (3) according to ISP, voice loss probability during transmission is 
reduced. 
For simplicity, we explain the design of the ISA using the block diagram in 
Figure 4.2. The communication between the host PC and the ISA is through the 
Host Interface Subsystem. When the user initiates a voice call, using programs 
provided by the host PC, the host PC passes the necessary information, such as 
destination address, to the buffer inside the Host Interface and waits for the ISA 
to response. The pP in the ISA reads the data in the buffers and sends a 
call-request packet to the destination station. On receiving a call-accept packet 
from the destination station, the ISA writes acknowledgment data into the buffer 
of the Host Interface and interrupts the host CPU to indicate that a call has set 
up. After setting up a call, the voice communication is handled by the ISA and 
the host computer is freed for other activities. If either side terminates the call, 
the host computer will send a terminate command to the ISA and the ISA will 
send out a call-release packet to the other side for call termination. 
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The voice samples generated by the Codec Subsystem are stored in the 
Transmit Voice Sample Buffer. The pP reads voice samples from the Transmit 
Voice Buffer, packetizes them and stores them in the Transmit FIFO to wait for 
transmission. The jlP handles all the data link layer functions and transmits voice 
packets according to the ISP whereas, the Ethernet Interface circuit handles all 
the physical layer functions. 
ISA monitors the channel for recording the CI and C2 counters, which are 
variables in the program of the |LIP. Each packet in the Ethernet is received by 
the Receive FIFO Subsystem for detection. After detecting the Type Field of 
each packet, the counters are updated accordingly. In order to reduce the hardware 
complexity, the address detector and the type detector are done by the }iP. 
uP Address Buss 
PC Bus , 
ISA Data Bus I 
T __I__ _ _ _ 
Host MC68000 匪 Control / r o m other units 
Inteface "^―^ uP | Logic [ 
Subsystem ‘‘ “ 
” ” ” To all units 
Ethernet 
_ _ I _ _ 
Transmit Transmit 
• Voice ——• FIFO 
Buffer Subsytem 
D Ethernet ^ _ ^ 
. Codec — J I Interface 
1 Subsystem ^ • 1 
尸 Receive Receive 
Voice FIFO 
Buffer Subsytem 
Figure 4.2: Block Diagram of ISA 
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The Codec Subsystem handles voice generation and reconstruction. Voice 
signal input from the Mic is digitized by the Codec Subsystem. The digitized 
serial PCM is changed into parallel format before leaving the Codec Subsystem. 
There are clock generator, timing controller, amplifier for output signal and other 
interface circuits inside the Codec Subsystem. 
The protocol handler is the MC68000 ilP by Motorola with a system clock 
of 16 MHz. The ISP is handled by a program stored in ROM. 
The most complex part of the ISA is the Control Logic which provides 
control signals for other units. It decodes the signals from the |xP and generates 
suitable signals for other units. It interrupts the i^P to receive packets and provides 
timing signals for the Ethernet Interface. 
Before sending out the packets, we have to change the NRZ signal into 
Manchester signal by a Manchester encoder inside the Ethernet Interface. There 
is also a transceiver to transmit/receive signal to/from the coaxial cable. Thus, 
the Ethernet Interface handles all the physical layer functions. 
During the implementation of the ISA, we find out that the pP，MC68000 
with clock frequency of 16 MHz, is not fast enough to handle all these activities. 
However, the 16 MHz model is the fastest one. Thus, due to limited time, we 
cannot finish the implementation of ISA. Despite this, we gained much experience 
about interfacing micro-processor with personal computers, packet voice com-
munication and the hardware aspect of the Ethernet adapter. These experiences 
are very useful and beneficial to future projects. 
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4.3 Voice on Ethernet Adapter (VEA) 
The VEA consists of two main parts: (1) voice generation and reconstruction and 
(2) packet transmissions. The voice generation and reconstruction is done by a 
dedicated hardware whereas the transmission is done by the Ethernet adapter under 
software control. 
4.3.1 Hardware Design 
The VEA mainly consists of a PCM codec subsystem, a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) 
subsystem, Control Logic and Timing Generator. Figure 4.3 is a block diagram 
showing the design of the VEA. 
In Figure 4.3, voice signal input from the Mic is digitized by the codec 
subsystem. The digitized serial PCM data (PCM out) coming out from the codec 
subsystem is changed into parallel format by a serial-to-parallel shift register. 
Then it is stored in a Transmit FIFO. Under normal condition, only a few 
hundreds bytes of data are stored inside. That is enough if we use a FIFO with 
512 bytes depth. We use a FIFO with 2 kbytes depth, however, because it is 
much cheaper. 
A byte of voice data is generated periodically in exactly 125 us. Without 
the FIFOs, the CPU must read the VEA in every 125 us. Otherwise, voice data 
will be lost and voice quality will be degraded. It is very difficult for programs 
to control the CPU to read data in such a small time interval. The same situation 
happens when the CPU performs the write operations during sound playback. 
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Figure 4.3: The Block Diagram of the VEA 
With the use of FIFOs as buffers, the above problem can be solved. The 
timing requirement between the VEA and the system bus is significantly reduced. 
Since voice data is buffered in the FIFOs, it does not require the CPU to read 
the voice data in exactly every 125 us. When the CPU is busy, voice data will 
be buffered in the FIFOs and will be read out later if the CPU is free. Voice 
data will only be lost when the FIFO is full. As the depth of the FIFOs used in 
the VEA is 2 kbytes long, we can buffer voice data for 256000 us which is a 
large number for the CPU. In most cases, we can control the CPU to prevent 
overflowing the FIFOs. 
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Reading of the FIFO's data is controlled by software. The CPU checks the 
FIFO status register before reading data from the FIFOs. If the Transmit FIFO 
is not empty, the CPU will read a byte from the FIFO. If interrupt is used instead, 
the software overhead will be reduced. 
The transceivers are used to buffer the signal between the data bus and the 
FIFOs; otherwise the signal level on the data bus will be lowered and data will 
be detected incorrectly. 
After reading the voice data from the Transmit FIFO, the voice data are I 
stored in RAM for transmission. The voice data are packetized and passed to the 
Ethernet Adapter for transmission. The transmission is done by a network pro-
gram which will be discussed in the next section. 
Voice packets received from the Ethernet Adapter are stored in RAM and 
are then written into the Receive FIFO. The voice data in Receive FIFO are read 
by a clock signal provided by the Control Logic in every 125 us. The data coming 
out from the Receive FIFO is changed into serial format by a parallel-to-serial 
register. The codec reconstructs serial data into the original analog voice signal 
for playback. 
4.3.2 Software Design 
For software development, we select DOS and UNIX as the OSs for the VEA. 
Although DOS is a single user operating system, it is much easier for software 
development. Therefore we choose it as the first development environment. For 
network programming in DOS, we choose Novel IPX network driver because of 
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the speed of the driver and its availability. As we mentioned earlier, voice packets 
are to be delivered within bounded delay. The most important networking issue 
is speed. Thus, we choose IPX as the network driver in DOS. 
After we have developed software for the VEA in the DOS, we port it into 
a mult i -users-multi-tasking environment, the Linux operation system, so that more 
services are supported simultaneously. 
4.3.2.1 Programming The VEA 
Since VEA is a memory-mapped-I/O device, all operations related to VEA are 
through memory accesses. From programming point of view, the VEA is just 
like some memory locations. The program reads voice data from a memory 
location and writes them into another memory location. The program monitors 
the status of the FIFOs through another memory location. When it is empty, we 
cannot read data from it. When it is full, we cannot write data into it. In VEA, 
FIFOs are defined either as read-only or write-only and we cannot read from and 
write into the same FIFO. We define four memory locations in the VEA and 
they are listed in Table 4.1. 
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Operations Location Remarks 
Reset all FIFOs BTOOOh It is also used for card enable and 
disable functions. When the program 
issues a reset FIFO command, the VEA 
will either be enabled or disabled 
depending on the previous status of the 
card. 
Read FIFO status B6000h The status of the FIFOs should be read 
before any read/write operations. 
Read data from FIFO B5000h In 8-bit mode, one voice byte is read 
at a time and in 16-bit mode, two bytes 
are read at a time. 
Write data to FIFO B4000h In 8-bit mode, one voice byte is written 
at a time and in 16-bit mode, two bytes 
are written at a time. 
Table 4.1: Memory Locations Defined in the VEA 
Figure 4.4 shows the operations for accessing the VEA. First, we have to 
enable the VEA by issuing a reset FIFO command. This operation clears the 
contents of all the FIFOs. For recording, voice data are read from the read FIFO 
memory address to RAM which may be a variable or an array in a program. 
Then the voice data stored in RAM are transferred to the disk for permanent 
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storage. For networking, voice data are collected by a network program for 
transmission. The network program receives voice data from the network and 
passes them to the FIFOs for playback. For disk playback, it is very simple. 
Data stored in disk are read by the program and then written directly into the 
FIFOs. It is noticed that all these operations can be done together with a program 
control. After all these operations with the VEA, we have to disable and reset 
the FIFOs by simply issuing a reset FIFO command. 
Recording sound in disk Play-back sound from disk 
open file for recording Open Hie for play-back 
Enable the sound ami Enable the sound c«d 
no 
| y B S no 
Read a byte from FIFO 
no Write data in file 
FIFO empty 7 
yes Write a byte to FIFO 
U^S-^：：；^ npo fuU7 
m Write dau in file — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
' — — D i s a b l e sound Old • “ Disable sound card 
Figure 4.4: Operations with the VEA 
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4.3.2.2 Software Development Under DOS 
The following shows the most important codes for accessing the VEA. Since all 
operations with VEA are through memory access, the coding is very simple and 
is understandable without any explanation. Listing 4.1 lists the address declar-
ations of VEA and the last statement enables VEA and resets the FIFOs before 
operations. Listing 4.2 lists the codes for reading voice samples and Listing 4.3 
lists the codes for writing voice samples. 
u n s i g n e d s h o r t f a r * f i f o _ w = ( u n s i g n e d s h o r t f a r * ) 0 x B 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 L； /* w r i t e a d d r e s s 
i l ^ s i g n e d s h o r t f a r * f i f o _ r = ( u n s i g n e d s h o r t f a r * ) O x B S O O O O O O L； /* r e a d a d d r e s s 
u L i o n e d s h o r t f a r * s t r e g = ( u n s i g n e d s h o r t f a r * ) 0 x B 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 L ; /* s t a t u s r e g . */ 
Z s l Z l d S o r t f a r * f i f o _ ? s = ( u n s i ^ i e d s h o r t f a r * ) 0 x B 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 L ; /* r e s e t F I F O s V 
/* E n a b l e V E A a n d R e s e t F I F O s */ 
* f i f o _ r s = 0 ; 
Listing 4.1: Addresses Declarations for the VEA 
/* R e a d a b l o c k o f v o i c e s a m p l e s f r o m V E A t o R A M */ 
i = 0; 
w h i l e { j ^ f < ( M ^ ) 0 』 i & ( b y t e = * s t _ r e g " = = 1) { /* c h e c k e m p t y F I F O */ 
v o i c e [ i + + ] = * f i f o _ r ; 
} 
} 
Listing 4.2: Reading Voice Samples from VEA 
/* W r i t e a b l o c k o f v o i c e s a m p l e s f r o m R A M t o V E A */ 
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < M A X； + + i ) { 




Listing 4.3: Writing Voice Samples into VEA 
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For voice communication, we use IPX protocol for transmission under DOS. 
IPX is a datagram oriented protocol and it uses sockets to make connections for 
communications [13]. It is a fast network driver provided by Novell and the 
programs using IPX are compatible with other LANs, say Token Ring. This 
driver does not handle retransmission scheme which however is done by a user 
program. Since little loss is tolerated in voice communication and the retrans-
mitted voice packets may exceed the delay limit, we do not intend to retransmit 
the lost packets. 
Figure 4.5 shows the flow chart for the voice communication program using 
IPX. The network program initializes the network settings, such as receiver 
address and memory allocations and then enables VEA. It opens the socket to 
establish connection and then issues a listen-to-socket command. Voice data are 
collected and are then passed to the network driver for packetizaton and trans-
mission. The other activities related to transmission are handled by the network 
driver. 
Since a listen-to-socket command is issued, we should check whether there 
is a voice packet is received or not. If a voice packet is received, the network 
driver passes the voice data to the network program for disassembling. After 
extracting the voice data, they are passed into the VEA. Then the program loops 
back and repeats the above procedures if the conversation is not terminated. 
At termination, the network program closes the sockets; otherwise the pro-
gram will not run again. 
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C^TART^ 
i 
Initialize network settings 
Enable Sound Card 
Open Sockets 
Listen to socket 
Collect voice data from sound card 
i 
Send voice packet 
" T y ^ 
Disassemble the voice packet 
Pass the voice data to voice card 
" ^ ^ C ^ ^ ^ n a t e ConversationsT^IIlZ> 
Close sockets & Disable sound card 
J 
C^End 
Figure 4.5: Flow Chart for Voice communication using IPX 
4.3.2.3 Software Development Under Linux 
After we have completed the software development of VEA under DOS, we 
gained much experience and insights about packet voice communications through 
Ethernet. We then port VEA into a multi-users-multi-tasking operating system, 
Linux, in which many different service can be supported simultaneously. 
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Under Linux or other UNIX operating system, each I/O device must be 
handled by a device driver. A character device driver is written for VEA to ease 
the programming efforts. The principle for accessing VEA in Linux is the same 
as that in DOS, but the coding techniques are quite different, as they are hidden 
by the device driver. With the development of the device driver, VEA is 
manipulated as an ordinary file, unlike DOS, in which VEA is controlled through 
memory accesses. Listing 4.3 shows a program demonstrating how the device 
driver is used to program the VEA. The user speaks to a Mic and hears his voice 
playback by a speaker at the same time. In this case, voice data are read from 
the VEA through the device driver into the system RAM and are written back 
from RAM into the VEA through the device driver again. These operations with 
the device driver are transparent to the programmers as the device appears as an 
ordinary file. The VEA is declared as FILE and can be accessed by read and 
write function calls. 
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# i n c l u d e < s t d i o . h > 
# i n c l u d e < s y s / t y p e s . h > 
# i n c l u d e < f c n t l . h > 
# i n c l u d e < u n i s t d . h > 
# i n c l u d e < s t d l i b . h > 
# d e f i n e M A X 1 
# d e f i n e F I L E " / d e v / s o u n d " 
m a i n () 
i n t f d , c o u n t , i ; 
c h a r b y t e [ M A X ] ； 、 , 
i f ( ( f d = o p e n ( F I L E , 0 _ R D W R ) ) < = 0 ) { 
p r i n t f ( " C a n ' t o p e n s o u n d d r i v e r • \n__); 
e x i t { 0 ); 
} 
p r i n t f {•'fd = % d , V E A i s e n a b l e d ! \ n " , f d ); 
w h i l e ( 1 ) { 
r e a d ( f d , b y t e , M A X ) ; 
w r i t e ( f d , b y t e , M A X )； 
} 
c l o s e ( f d ) ; 
} 
Listing 4.4: Real-time Play-Back Program in Linux 
Listing 4.5 is a simple TCP/IP program for voice communication using VEA. 
The command line option of the program specifies whether it is a client or a 
server. 
First, the program determines who the server or client is. If no argument is 
specified, it becomes the server; otherwise, it is the client. Then it enables the 
VEA and reads data from it by the read statement. After collecting voice samples, 
they are sent out by the com(byte, com_sockfd, MAX) line. After sending the 
voice packet, it expects and receives a voice packet by the readline statement. 
Then the voice data are written to the VEA by the write statement. 
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# i n c l u d e < s t d i o . h > 
# i n c l u d e < s y s / t y p e s . h > 
# i n c l u d e < f c n t l . h > 
# i n c l u d e < u n i s t d . h > 
# i n c l u d e < s t d l i b . h > 
# i n c l u d e " c o m m . h " 
# d e f i n e F I L E " / d e v / s o u n d " 
# d e f i n e M A X 80 
v o i d m a i n ( i n t a r g c , c h a r * a r g v [ ] ) 
( i n t f d , c o m _ s o c k f d , i, n , c o u n t , d e l a y l , d e l a y 2 , j = 1; 
c h a r b y t e [ M A X + 1 ] , b u f f e r [ M A X + 1 ] ; 
/* S e t u p s e r v e r o r c l i e n t */ 
i f ( a r g c = = 1) { 
p r i n t f ( " W a i t i n g f o r c l i e n t . . . \ n " ) ; 
c o m _ s o c k f d = s e r v e r ( ) ; 
e l s e i f ( a r g c = = 2 ) { 
c o m _ s o c k f d = c l i e n t ( a r g v [ l ] ) ; 
} 
e l s e { 
p r i n t f ( " I n v a l i d i n v o k i n g o f p r o g r a m . \ n " )； 
e x i t ( - l ) ; 
p r i n t f ( " V o i c e c a l l c o n n e c t e d . \ n " ) ; 
/* E n a b l e t h e V E A */ „ 、 r 
i f ( ( f d = o p e n ( F I L E , 0 _ R D W R ) ) < = 0 ) I 
p r i n t f ( " C a n ' t o p e n s o u n d d r i v e r . \ n " ) ; 
e x i t (0); 
p r i n t f ( " f d = % d , V E A is e n a b l e d ! \ n " , f d ) ; 
/* T r a n s m i t a n d r e c e i v e v o i c e p a c k e t s */ 
w h i l e r(ela)d / f d , b y t e , M A X ) ； /* r e a d v o i c e s a m p l e s f r o m V E A 
* ' c o m ( b y t e , c o m _ s o c k f d , M A X ) ； /* s e n d v o i c e p a c k e t s t o E t h e r n e t */ 
n = r e a d l i n e ( c o m _ s o c k f d , b u f f e r , M A X + 1 )； /* r e c e i v e s v o i c e p a c k e t s 
” w r i t e ( f d , b u f f e r , M A X ) ； ” w r i t e v o i c e s a m p l e s i n t o V E A 
* / 
c l o s e (fd)； /* D i s a b l e t h e V E A */ 
c l o s e ( c o m _ s o c k f d ) ； /* C l o s e s o c k e t s f o r c o m m u n i c a t i o n s */ 
} : 
Listing 4.5: A Simple TCP/IP Program for Voice Communication 
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4.4 Summary 
We have discussed the design and implementation aspects of two adapters, ISA 
and VEA, for ISP and the Ethernet Protocol respectively. The hardware of the 
ISA is more complicated than that of the VEA. We port VEA into two operating 
systems, the DOS and the Linux. The voice system in DOS is a single user 
environment whereas the voice system in Linux is a multi-users, multi-tasking 
environment in which integrated services can be provided simultaneously. 
Due to limited time, we only constructed two prototypes for the VEA to 
provide integrated voice/data communications in Ethernet. The two prototypes, 
together with existing PCs, are sufficient to demonstrate the idea of the integrated 
voice/data communications and is also adequate for testing purposes. We will 





In this chapter, we are going to study the factors affecting the voice quality using 
VEA. First, we test VEA for voice communication without any background data 
traffic so as to test the generation and reconstruction capability of the VEA. We 
then measure the voice loss probability with different packet sizes and various 
data loading conditions in the network. 
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5.1 Frequency Response 
We measure the frequency response of VEA by feeding different audio tones into 
the input. The input signal is measured at the input of the codec of the transmitter 
and the output signal is measured at the output of the codec of the receiver. A 
signal generator is used to generate a constant amplitude, 3V, sine wave signal 
for the input signals. The amplitude of the input signal remains constant at 3V 
throughout the measurement. Figure 5.1 shows the frequency response of the 
VEA for voice communication. 
Ou^ut Voltage, V 
3.5 “ 
3 - A A 6 ^Jir 
2.5 T 
• ； — \ 
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Frequency, Hz 
Figure 5.1: Frequency Response of the VEA 
Figure 5.2 shows a typical input/output waveform measured with an input 
sine wave with frequency at 1000 kHz. It is measured that the 3-dB points are 
at 160 Hz and 3.5 kHz which are similar to voice quality used in telephony (300 
Hz to 3.4 kHz). Thus, the VEA exhibits similar frequency response with telephony 
lines and hence it is acceptable for voice conversations. 
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Figure 5.2: Typical Input and Output Waveforms 
5.2 Distortion 
It is observed that when we feed a sine wave one station, a similar sine wave 
appears at the output of the destination station (see Figure 5.2). The shape of 
the output waveforms remains the same throughout the whole frequency range. 
Hence, the voice quality given by VEA is very good. 
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5.3 Amplification and Linearity 
Since an input signal is pre-amplified by the codec before A/D conversion, we 
measure the amplification and linearity of the codec. The input testing signals 
are sine waves with frequency 1020 Hz which is recommended by most PCM 
testing specifications. Figure 5.3 shows the measurement results. It is noticed 
that the amplification remains constant throughout the whole range and the 
amplification factor equals 5. 
Output Voltage, V 
6 “ “ 
Mic input ， e c input 
5 - p 
/ Amplication factor = 5 ^ ^ Amplication factor = 1 
. . . . = = - ： - - : - -
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Input Voltage, V 
Figure 5.3: Amplification and Linearity of the VEA 
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5.4 Voice Quality With Different Voice Packet 
Sizes 
It is found that the frequency response remains the same with voice packet size 
from 1 to 1100. When the voice packet is greater than 1200 bytes, discontinuous 
waveform is recorded on the eRO display, as shown in Figure 5.4. Since the 
depth of the FIFOs in the VEA is 2 kbytes, the FIFOs will be full if the packet 
size is larger. Due to software latency, the FIFOs are full before it is read out. 
As a result, incoming voice samples are lost and discontinuous waveform, which 
cause "beep" sound during playback. 
LeCroy 
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Figure 5.4: Discontinuous Voice Waveform 
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5.5 Voice Loss Under Various Data Loadings 
In this setup, there are four 486-PCs as to generate background data traffic and 
there are two 486-PCs for voice communications. We aim at studying the voice 
packets loss under the influence of different data traffic loadings. 
At the receiver side, the network program records the number of packets 
received during a time interval. During the experiment, we set the time interval 
for each voice call as 2 minutes. We measure the number of voice packets 
received and we calculate the expected number of packets received during two 
minutes. After deducting the expected number of voice packets for the number 
o f received voice packets, we can then find the voice packet loss. Since the 
accuracy of the PC times is of 0.01 second, it is negligible when compared with 
an interval of 2 minutes. A protocol analyzer is used to record the network traffic. 
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Figure 5.5: Voice Loss Under Various Data Loadings 
It is observed that there is no packet loss recorded for voice packet size 
above 500 bytes. For voice packet size equals 64 bytes, the voice loss percentage 
becomes significant when the background data traffic exceeds 40%. Hence, if 
possible, it is better to have larger voice packets size and voice packet with size 
500 bytes are acceptable. Nevertheless, larger voice packet size means larger 




Thoughout the whole project, we gained much experience about packet voice 
communication, multimedia applications and prototype development (hardware 
and software) on personal computers. Based on these experiences, we will discuss 
the factors affecting the real-time performance of multimedia communications. 
6.1 CPU Bottle-neck 
Voice signal is very sensitive to delay as it requires a uniform bounded delay 
time so as to reconstruct a perfect voice waveform. We may accept static or slow 
motion pictures but we cannot accept "static" voice signal and will feel uncom-
fortable with a "slow" voice signal. We gained this experience with the VEA 
voice communication system under Linux. When the system CPU has to handle 
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many processes, like time consuming screen I/O and communication protocols 
simultaneously, voice samples cannot be obtained in time. Thus voice samples 
are lost and voice quality is degraded. The same situation may happen in the 
receiver side. The voice packets received may not be passed to the voice sample 
buffer in time and thus further degradation will result. 
6.2 Data Bus Bottle-neck 
We observe that the data bus bottle-neck is another factor affecting the per-
formance of real-time communications. When we port VEA into a PC using a 
local bus which is used to speed up data and video transfers, We observe that the 
system can support more processes running simultaneously while maintaining 
good voice quality. Since the time required to transfer data, through the data bus, 
is reduced, the CPU will have more time to handle other activities. 
6.3 Operating System 
In multimedia communications, many types of communications have to be sup-
ported by the system simultaneously, therefore the operating system must provide 
a multi-tasking capability. On the other hand, operating systems like UNIX, do 
not have real-time capability in the sense that they cannot guarantee a process 
can be done within a certain period. For example, a process is running in the 
system to handle voice communication. When a voice packet is received by the 
network adapter, the process requires the CPU to pass this packet to the codec 
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for playback. In case the CPU is busy in doing other tasks, this process will have 
1 
to wait and the voice packet will not played back in time. This delayed voice 
i 




7.1 Enhancement of ISA 
It is recommended that a high speed i^P or a high speed Digital Signal Processor 
(DSP) is used to handle the ISP protocol. To reduce the work load of the ^iP, 
hardware circuits, such as address detector and type detector, should be added. 
The ISP is not only good for voice communication but also good for other 
real-time traffics, like video telephony. In order to provide more services within 
a network, we should enhance ISA to support more services (e.g. data, video and 
images). Based on the architecture of the ISA, we can add a dedicated video 
codec to the system to provide video telephony. Since the bit rate required for 
video telephony is of the same order of voice communication, see Table 1.1，the 
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ISP is capable of providing video telephony service in Ethernet. 
7.2 Extensions To Network Interconnections 
Communication should not be restricted within a small area. Nowadays, there 
are many Ethernets installed over the world and most of them are connected with 
routers and bridges. It is therefore desirable if ISP system can be used to provide 
integrated services for users at different sites. Bridges and routers should therefore 
support ISP also. 
With the advent of technology, higher speed networks and powerful com-
puters are expected in the future. Low speed data networks and mono-media 
computers will be outdated. In order to satisfy the users' needs in the future, we 
propose a new architecture for future multimedia workstations to handle 
multimedia communications in the next section. 
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7.3 A New Architecture For Future Multimedia 
Workstation 
In most networking systems, the front-end host computer performs most of the 
in-bound and out-bound processing activities. For example, video data are 
compressed and transferred to the network interface by the host CPU. For the 
reverse process, the video data are also decompressed by the CPU. These acti-
vities increase the loading of the CPU whereas most CPUs nowadays are not fast 
enough to handle all the activities in time. 
Based on these experiences, we propose a new architecture for multimedia 
network workstations to handle multimedia communications, see Figure 7.1. 
There are two buses, the Data Bus (computer system bus) and the Multimedia 
Bus, used to separate host activities and real-time events. Data traffics is trans-
ferred between the host CPU sub-system and the network using the Host Bus. 
Other traffics are transferred through the Multimedia Bus. Moreover, there is a 
Traffic Controller dedicated for all the network activities. Using this architecture, 
the loading of the host CPU will be decreased significantly. 
In Figure 7.1，audio and video signals are digitized by audio coder and video 
coder respectively. It is assumed that data are compressed within the coder 
sub-systems. Since in real life, audio and visual signals are transmitted simul-
taneously, the compressed audio and video data should be mixed together by a 
synchronizer to form Audio-Visual (AV) data. An integrated AV codec is 
therefore necessary. 
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Figure 7.1: Multimedia Network System Architecture 
The compressed AV data are read by the Traffic Controller (TC) through 
the Multimedia Bus. The TC performs all the data link layer functions whereas 
the Network Interface Unit handles the physical layer protocol. The TC then 
schedules the transmission order among the traffics. 
Besides, the TC also detects the types of packets received and determines 
the way to separate the packets into suitable units. For example, if AV packets 
are received, the TC will pass them to the AV Separator to differentiate the audio 
and video data. The audio data are then reconstructed to audio waveform by the 
audio decoder. Moreover, the video decoder decompresses and transforms the 
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video data into formats suitable for output to the computer screen or a TV monitor. 
Note that the CPU only needs to control a video session, and does not involved 
in transferring the video data; the loading of the CPU therefore be minimized. 
There is an Interface Controller (IC) that connects the Multimedia Bus and 
the Data Bus for data transfer between the host CPU and the TC. In case the 
host CPU demands video data for processing or storage, the CPU sends a request 
signal to the IC where it directs the request to the TC. The TC then instructs 
the video codec to generate video data on the Multimedia Bus and on the other 
hand informs the IC to receive the video data. The IC then passes the video data 
on the Data Bus to the CPU for processing. 
For multimedia communications, most activities require intensive processing 
and fast response. These demanding requirement cannot, in most cases, be fulfilled 





In this thesis, we have designed and implemented an integrated voice/data Ethernet 
to demonstrate the feasibility of an integrated services network. We propose a 
new voice protocol for Ethernet to support real-time voice traffic. The protocol 
is compatible with the Ethernet protocol in the sense that new network adapters 
can be added to co-exist with existing Ethernet hardware to support multimedia 
communications. Other synchronous types of traffics like compressed video and 
low-bit rate data circuits can be supported in a similar fashion. Simulation results 
show that the new voice protocol have much better performance over the standard 
Ethernet protocol under various conditions. We find out that by adding up to 
30% of voice traffic, which is equivalent to 100 active voice stations, the Ethernet 
maintains a low voice loss and a low data delay. Considering an Ethernet segment, 
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normally connecting of few tenths of stations, its spared capacity should be 
sufficient for supporting integrated voice and data stations without any significant 
degradation of network performance. 
Two adapters for voice communication on Ethernet are designed and 
implemented. Voice is digitized and packetized into packets transmitted across 
the network. It is shown that these prototypes can support real-time voice con-
versations with Ethernet. 
We show that the voice service provided is satisfactory under various 
background data traffic loadings. The voice system also exhibits good voice 
quality to the users. Under Linux environment, voice and data services can be 
supported simultaneously on Ethernet and thus an integrated voice/data network 
is demonstrated. Other utility programs, like voice recording, are written to show 
the capability of the VEA voice system and to bring out potential applications 
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Appendix A: Detailed Circuit Designs 
VEA is a memory-mapped-I/0 device for PC. It means that data are input and 
output between the PC through memory-accesses. Table A.l lists the addresses 
defined for the VEA. 
Operations Signals Involved Address 
Reset FIFOs "iDATAJQ, DIR and ！FIFO_Rs"" B7000h 
i a d FIFO status register IDATAJO, DIR and ！ST一REG_ B6000h 
Read from FIFO "IDATAJO, DIR and ！FIFO_R" BSOOOh 
_ Write to FIFO ！DATA J O , DIR and ！FIFO 一W B4000h 
Table A.l: Signals Involved in the Operations with the VEA 
Sheet 3 (VO一DECO.SCH) in Appendix C shows the circuit for transceiver 
and addressing decoding logic. U1 is the FIFO status register used to record the 
status of the Transmit and Receive FIFOs. The FIFOs provide three flags for 
monitoring purposes and they are Empty, Half-Fill and Full-Fill. There are two 
sets of FIFOs and totally there are six FIFO flags. Each flag requires 1 bit to 
represent but there are 8 bits in a 8-bit register and thus two bits will leave behind. 
To make full use of the register, we use these two bits for card detection. We 
fixed the voltage level of this two bits. We can then check the values of these 
two bits and if appropriate values are detected, it is assumed there is a VEA. 
The transceivers, U2 and U4, are used to buffer the signal between the data 
bus and the FIFO subsystem. U3 is the address which decodes six signals: 
！DATA一 10，DIR, ！ST_REG, ！FIFO一RS, ！FIFO_W and ！FIFO—R. ！DATA一lO 
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enables the two transceivers; DIR indicates the direction of data flows for Ul, 
U2 and U3; ST_REG enables the FIFO status register; ！FIFO_RS resets all the 
FIFOs; ！FIFO_W writes the transmit FIFOs and ！FIFO_R reads the receive FIFOs. 
Table A.l lists all the possible operations that are handled by the VEA. 
Sheet 4 (VO_FIFO.SCH) shows the FIFO subsystem, it consists of four 
FIFOs provided by AMD with part no. AMD 7202A-50 [14]. It is a 2 kbytes 
FIFO. FIFO is a First-in-First-Out buffer which can be read and be written 
simultaneously, unlike RAM which can either be read or be written at a time. 
Three flags, Empty, Half-Fill and Full-Fill, are provided for monitoring FIFOs 
status. 
In Sheet 5(VO_CODEC.SCH), there is a PCM codec, U13. There are two 
main PCM formats, Mu-255 Law specifically in North America, and A-law 
specifically in Europe. These two are incompatible formats but are accepted world 
wide. Therefore, we designe the VEA which can select between these two for-
mats. 
The sampling frequency of the PCM codec is 8 kHz and the codec generates 
8-bit samples and thus 64 kb/s bit-steam can be generated continuously. There 
are two PCM codecs by Motorola: MC 145554 which is in Mu-Law format and 
Mc 145557 which is in A-Law format [15]. They have the same pin assignments 
and we can use them interchangeable with the same socket. 
Two clock signals are required by the codec and they are BCLK (pin 10) 
and FRAME (pin 5) BCLK is the master clock which is either a 2.049 MHz for 
A-Law or 1.544 MHz for Mu-Law. FRAME is a reference for sampling fre-
quency. 
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Since the input and output of the codec are in serial format, we have to do 
conversions between the FIFO subsystem and the CODEC subsystem using shift 
registers. The timing signals for these conversions are critical and they are shown 
in Figure A.l. Actually, these timing signals are measured by a logic analyzer. 
Level: U 
r2.048M)N_BCLK LrLrLrL"L"LrLru~Ln_rLrLnrLrLrLrLnj"i_n_rLrLru"Lm FHl Q 
18 k) FRAME 1 rHl ^ 
！VIN_R —I 3 丄 
Rx_cLK jijnJTTLrirLrLn - FMI Q 
TX—CLK 门门门 n_n_rLrLn FH! Q 
!VOUT_W 1—I Ell 1 
Figure A.l: Timing Signals generated by the State Machine 
The timing signals in Figure A.l are generated by a state machine which is 
implemented by a GAL. The CARD_EN at pin 4 of U14 is an enable signal. 
When it is asserted, the VEA is active; otherwise it is disabled. FRAME signal 
is the functional input. When FRAME signal changes from low to high level, 
the required timing signals are generated by U14. 
Sheet 7 (VO_CGEN.SCH) shows the clocks generator circuit. There are two 
crystal oscillators, 1.544 Mhz and 4.096 MHz, for Mu-Law and A-Law respect-
ively. The 4.096 MHz clock is need to be divided by 512 to generate the 8 kHz 
clock. 
For Mu-Law, if a 3.000 MHz is used instead, the 3.000 MHz clock generated 
by the crystal oscillator is divided by two with a D flip-flop (U19A) to generate 
a 1.500 MHz clock. 
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B.l: Software Development Under DOS 
Having discussed how to program the VEA in Chapter IV，the program for 
voice recording is simple and understandable. Listing B.l lists the complete 




# include < fcnt1.h> 
#include <dos.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#define MAX 80 
；lLi"5ferdes=hodretfl?�pi*OfYfo:i = (unsigned short far*) 0xB4000000L； /* write address 
uLigned short far *fifo_r = (unsigned short far*) OxBSOOOOOOL； /* read address 
ilLigned short far *st_reg = (unsigned short far*) OxBSOOOOOOL； /* status regis-
Snsiiied short far *fifo_rs= (unsigned short far*) 0xB7000000L； /* reset FIFOs */ 
void main(int argc, char *argv[]) { 
char a , byte; 
int i = 0 ; 
char voice[MAX]； 
FILE *in; 
if (argc ！ =2) { 
printf("Usage： rec filename\n")； 
exit(O); 
*fifo_rs = 0; /* enable the VEA and reset FIFOs */ 
in = fopen(argv[l], "wb")； 
i = 0; printf("\nPress any key to stop recording...\n"); 
while(IkbhitO) { /* to detect program termination */ 
i = 0； 
while(i< 丄 & (byte = *st_reg)) == 1) { /* check empty FIFO */ 
voice[i++] = *fifo一r; /* read a voice sample */ 
} 
/* write a block of voice sample into the file and the VEA */ 
for(i=0;i<MAX； ++i) { 
*fifo_w = voice[i]; 
fputc(voice[i] , in); 
++rec一sample; 
} 
a = getch() ； /* to eat the char with kbhitO */ 
fclose(in) ； /* close the file */ , 
*fifo_rs = 0； /* disable the VEA & reset FIFOs */ 
2 
Listing B.l: Program for Voice Recording under DOS 
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Program for playback voice from disk is similar that in recording voice, but 
the program has to check the Receive FIFO before writing voice samples into it. 
If the FIFO is full, voice samples are not allowed to be written into it; otherwise, 
voice samples are lost. The related statements are listed in Listing B.2. 
if ( ( 0x20 & (byte = *st_reg) ) == 0x20) { 
/* bit 5 indicate full or not, */ 
/* 1 => not full, 0 => full */ 
*fifo_w = fgetc(out); /* out is the file descriptor */ 
} 一 
Listing B.2: Checking the Status of the FIFO Before Writing 
B.2: Software Development Under Linux 
B.2.1: a Device Driver For Voice Packetization 
And Playback 
Under Linux or other UNIX operating system, each I/O device must be handled 
by a device driver [16]. If a new device driver overlaps the kernel area, like the 
driver of the VEA, we have to change the kernel and re-compiles it again. If it 
does not touch the kernel area, the kernel need not be modified. Since the memory 
location of the VEA is fixed and restricted by DOS, we do not intend to change 
the memory addresses for the compatibility reason. Then, we have to re-compile 
the kernel for the device driver of the VEA [17] [18]. 
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Listing B.3 and B.4 are the source code of a device driver for the VEA. 
Listing B.3 is a header file, sound.h, for the device driver. It defines the prototype 
functions provided by this driver and the memory addresses used by the VEA. 
#define MAX 256 
#define FUL 1 
#define EMP 1 
#define MAJ 25 
#define READ_ADD OxbSOOO 
#define WRITE—ADD 0xb4000 
#define REG_ADD 0xb6000 
#define RST 0xb7000 
#define EEXISTANCE 237 
#define EINVALIDCMD 238 
#define EINVALIDMODE 239 
#define EOUTOFMEMORY 240 
#define ENOTHING 241 
#define ADD—HANDLER 0x5453 
#define PASS 25 /* the jiffies between every poll */ 
#define BUSY 1 
#define IDLE 0 
#define NORMAL 0 
#define LOOPBACK 1 
#define NOT 0 
#define YES 1 
#define SETMODE 1 
unsigned long sound_init ( unsigned long ) ； _ 
static void sound—release ( struct inode * , struct file * ); 
static int sound—open { struct inode * , struct file * )； 
static int sound—read ( struct inode * , struct file * , char • int )； 
static int sound-write ( struct inode * , struct file * , char * , int )； 
static int sound_ioctl ( struct inode * , struct file * , unsigned int , unsigned 
int ); 
Listing B.3: Header file for the VEA, sound.h 
There is a special structure type called file_operatons at the beginning of 
the listing. It defines the five operations which can be done by the I/O device. 
They are: read, write，ioctl, open and release. Read operation defines how the 
device passes data to the operating system. Write operation defines how the 
operation system passes data to the device. Ioctl operation defines how I/O device 
is controlled. Open operation defines how a device is initialized and opened. 
Release operation defines how a device is closed after accessing. 
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sound一initO: Initialize the sound driver. 
The most important system call in this function is regis-
ter_chrdev(MAJ，"sound"，&sound一fops) within the "if’ statement. Every device 
driver has to register during system bootup. This call tell the kernel that a device 
called "sound" with Major number MAJ is being registered as a character device 
in the system. Every initialization routine of the device driver must contain this 
line. 
Since we can regard the VEA as some memory locations, most of the 
instructions within the device operations are memory copy instructions. 
sound一openO: Open the sound device. 
First, it detects the presence of the VEA by reading the status of the FIFOs 
with a memory location "reg_address" by: 
memcopy (&byte，reg_address, 1) 
Then, it checks its value with a value (OxcO) by: 
if ((byte & 0xc0)!=0x40) {} 
If the VEA is detected, it resets the FIFOs by writing a memory location "re-
set一 address" 
memcpy (reset一address，&byte, 1); 
This instruction also enables the VEA. 
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sound_read(): Read a block of sound data from the VEA to RAM. 
First, k checks if the FIFO is empty or not. The FIFO status is accessed 
with a memory location "reg_address" by: 
memcpy(&byte，reg_address, 1); 
The following instruction is used to check if the FIFO is empty. 
if ((byte & 0x01)==l)(); 
If FIFO is not empty, voice samples can be read out from the VEA through a 
memory location "read_address" by 
m e m c p y 一 tofs (buffer+i，read_address，1) ; 
sound一writeO: Write a block of voice data into RAM. 
The address for writing the VEA is ”write一address". Each byte of voice 
data is written to the VEA by: 
memcp_froinfs(write_address, buffer+i, 1); 
sound_release(): Release or close the VEA. 
The VEA should be disabled before closing it. It is done by resetting the 
F I F O S are reset, the VEA is either enabled and disabled depending on the previous 
status. 
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sound一ioctlO: Control the setting of the VEA. 
The VEA be set into two modes: normal and loopback. In normal mode, 
data are read from FIFO to the operating system and then written by the operation 
system into the FIFO. In loopback mode, data are read from the Transmit FIFO 











struct file—operations sound_fops = { null, /* sound_seek */ 
sound_read, /* sound_read */ 
sound-write, /* sound—write */ null, /* sound_readdir */ null, /* sound_select */ 
sound_ioctl, /* sound 一 i o c t l */ null, /* sound_mmap */ 
sound_open, /* sound—open */ 
sound—release /* sound—release * / 
}； 
unsigned char* read_address = (unsigned char*) READ_ADD； 
unsigned char* write一address = (unsigned char*) WRITE_ADD； 
unsigned char* reg_address = (unsigned char*) REG_ADD； 
unsigned char* reset一address = (unsigned char*) RST; 
int mode = LOOPBACK; 
unsigned long sound_init ( unsigned long kmem_start ) 
( printk (*****************************************************\n"); 
printk ("\n：)\n：) VEA installation!\n：)\n")； � 
printk (”\n********************************************************\n\n__); 
if ( register_chrdev (MAJ,"sound",&sound_fops)) 
printk("VEA error ： Cannot register to major device %d!\n",MAJ ); 
return kmem_start; 
} 
static void sound_release ( struct inode *inode , struct file *file) 
unsigned char byte ; 
memcpy(reset_address , &byte , 1); 
printk ("VEA is released.\n"); 
} 
static int sound—open ( struct inode *inode , struct file *file ) 
{ unsigned char byte; 
memcpy (&byte , reg_address , 1 ); 
if ( ( byte Sc OxcO) ！= 0x40 ) { 
printk ("Cannot open the VEA.\n"); 
return -EEXISTANCE; } 
byte = 0 ; 
memcpy ( reset一address , &byte , 1); 
return 0 ; 
} 
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static int sound—read ( struct inode *inode , struct file *file , char *buffer , 
int count ) { 
int i； 
unsigned char byte ; 
if (count <= 0 ) 
return -EINVAL； 
if ( buffer == NULL ) 
return -EINVAL; 
/* 
if ( mode == LOOPBACK ) 
return -EINVALIDMODE; 
* / 
for ( i = 0 ; i < count ； i++ ) { 
memcpy ( &byte , reg_address ,1 ); 
if ( { byte & 0x01 ) == 1 ) { memcpy_tofs ( buffer+i , read—address, 1 ); 
} 一 
else { , 
” printkC'The input FIFO is empty. \n") ； */ i--; 
} 
} return i ; 
} 
static int sound 一 write ( struct inode *inode , struct file *file , char *buffer , 
int count ) { 
int i; 
unsigned char byte； 
if ( count <= 0 ) 
return -EINVAL; 
if ( buffer == NULL ) 
return -EINVAL; 
/ * if ( mode == LOOPBACK ) return -EINVALIDMODE; 
* / 
for { i = 0 ; i < count ； i++ ) { 
memcpy(&byte , reg一address , 1); 





} return i ; 
} 
static int sound_ioctl ( struct inode *inode , struct file *file , unsigned int 
cmd • unsigned int arg ) 
switch ( cmd ) { 
case SETMODE ： 
if ( arg == NORMAL | 丨 arg == LOOPBACK ) 







Listing B.4: Device Driver for the VEA 
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In Linux, the VEA is just an ordinary file. Listing B.5 is a simple program 
demonstrating how the device driver is used to program the VEA. Voice data 
are read by the program from the VEA through the device driver into the system 
RAM and written back from RAM into the VEA through the device driver again. 







#define MAX 1 
#define FILE "/dev/sound" 
main () 
int fd , count , i ; 
char byte [MAX]； … ， 
if ( ( fd = open ( FILE , 0_RDWR) ) <= 0 ) { 
printf ("Can't open sound driver. \n__); 
exit ( 0 ); 
} 
printf ("fd = %d, VEA is enabled! \n", fd ); 
while ( 1 ) { 
read( fd , byte , MAX)； 




Listing B.5: Real-time Play-Back Program in Linux 
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B.2.2: Installing The Device Driver In Linux 
Installing a device driver in Linux is not a difficult task but it must be done in 
the supervisor mode by the root. We take the device driver for the VEA as an 
example to show the required procedures [17] [18]. 
Figure B.l shows the steps for installing the device drive for the VEA. The 
source program, the device driver, is sound.c and the header file is sound.h. Then -
n 
I 
copy these two files into a suitable directory, see Figure B.l. Since the device ^ 
driver is a character device, we should include it in the Makefile under the | 
» 
/iisr/src/linux/kernel/chr_drv directory. ,： 
The next step is to make a node for that device drive and the command is 
mknod/dev/sound c 25 0 
where sound is the name of the device drive, c indicates it is a character device, 
25 is the major number and 0 is the minor number for that device. 
Then change the mode of the sound to read/write by every users by 
chmod 0666 /dev/sound 
Finally, re-make the kernel by 
/usr/src/linux/make 
After rebooting the system, the device driver is installed. 
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Prepare source program 
for the device driver 
I 
Put them into /usr/src/linux/kerael/chr_dev 
I 
Modify the Makefile 
in /usr/src/linux/kemel/chr_drv 
I 
Make a node by 
mknod /dev/sound c 25 0 
I 
Change mode of the device driver 
chmod 0666 /dev/sound 
f 
re-make the kernel by 
/usr/src/linux/make 
Figure B.l: Steps for Installing the Device Driver 
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Appendix D: Program Listings 
Appendix D: Program Listings 
Programs for the VEA in DOS: 
Files Descriptions 
t l i . h Header file 
t l i - i p x . h Header file for ipx.h and tli.h 
i p x • h Header file for ipx.h 
i p x . c Handles all the network communication routines 
d a t a . c A full-duplex text-base talk program 
v o i c e . c A full-duplex voice communication program for the VEA 
t r a f f i c . c A program to generate data traffic 
r e c • c A program for voice recording 
p l a y . c A program for voice play-back 
r e a l . c A program for real-time play-back 
Programs for the VEA in Linux: 
Files Descriptions 
sound .h Header file for the device driver of the VEA 
sound , c Program of the device driver of the VEA 
l o o p . c Program for real-time play-back 
comm.h Header file for the trans.c 
t r a n s . c Program for real-time voice communication using TCP/IP 
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/*………*/ /* tli.h */ /**………/ 
#ifndef _TLI_H 
#define _TLI_H 
# include < t ime.h> 
#include <sys\timeb.h> 
f*************** 
* Definitions * … … … … … / 
/* TPDU_Type field constants */ 
#define TPDU_Type_CR Oxe “ Connect.Request */ 
#define TPDU_Type_CC Oxd /• Connect.Confirm / 
#define TPDU_Type_DR 0x8 /* Disconnect.Request J 
\ #define TPDU_Type_DC Oxc /* Disconnect.Confirm / 
#define TPDU_Type_DT Oxf /• Data.Request / 
#define TPDU_Type_ED 0x1 /* Expedited—Data.Request */ 
#define TPDulType.AK 0x6 /• Data.Acknowledgement */ 
#define TPDU_Type_EA 0x2 " Expedited—Data.Ack / 
#define TPDU_Type_RJ 0x5 “ Reject / 
#define TPDU_Type_ER 0x7 ” Error / 
/* Channel Type Definitions */ 
#define NET_LAN 0x01 
#define NET_PCLAN 0x02 
#define NET_LAN_Manager 0x03 
#define NET_Novell_Netware 0x04 
#define NET_Banyan_Vines 0x05 
#define NET_AppleTalk 0x06 
#define NET—TCP/IP 0x07 
#define NET_FDDI 0x08 
#define NET_Serial 0x21 
#define NET_Modem 0x22 
#define NET_Direct 0x23 
#define NET_Parallel 0x24 
#define NET_WAN 0x41 
#define NET_X25 0x42 
#define NET_OSI一TPL 0x43 
#define NET_OSI_NET 0x44 
#define NET—ISDN 0x45 
/* Transport Protocol Classes <Network> <Nanie> */ 
#define TPL Class 0 0x00 /* A Simple Class “ 
I S f S I TPL Cllls"! 0X01 /* B Basic error recovery */ 
IdefSl TPL Class"2 0x02 /* A Multiplexing Class *! 
；dIfSe TPL Class"3 0x03 /* B Multiplexing -h error recovery V 
lilATe ？Stclass=4 0x04 /* C Error detection & recovery V 
#define TPDU_CR_Class_Std 0x40 ” Class 4 + Normal formats */ / … … … … … * * * * 
* Data Structures * * … … … … … … / 
/* Data structures for TPDU Headers */ 
typedef struct { 
unsigned char Lengthlndicator； 
unsigned int Credit : 4； 
unsigned int TPDU_Type ： 4； 
int DestinationRef; 
unsigned int SourceRef; 
unsigned char ClassOption； 
unsigned char PacketLength； 
struct { , 
unsigned int DataCodecReady ： 1； 
unsigned int AudioCodecReady : 1; 
unsigned int ImageCodecReady ： 1; 
unsigned int Reserved : 5; 
} ExtOptions; 
unsigned long Checksum； 
} tPDU一Connection; 
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typedef struct { 
unsigned char Lengthlndicator； 
unsigned int Credit ： 4； 
unsigned int TPDU一Type : 4； 
int DestinationRef； 
unsigned int SeqNumber ： 7; 
unsigned int EndOfMessage : 1; 
unsigned int DataLength； 
unsigned long Checksum； 
} TPDU-Data; 
typedef struct { 
unsigned char Lengthlndicator； 
unsigned int Credit ： 4； 
unsigned int TPDU_Type ： 4； 
int DestinationRef； 
unsigned char TPDU_Expected； 
unsigned long Checksum； 
} TPDU—Ack; 
/* Connection Table Structures */ 
typedef struct { 
struct { 
unsigned Idle : OutCRPending : 1» 
InCRPending : 1, ’ ., 
ConnectedReady ： 1, /• Equal to LISTEN */ 
Busy : 1, /* Processing events */ 
Error ： 1, /* Link/Protocol error */ 
Downed ： 1, /* Unrecoverable failure */ 
Reserved ： 1, /* Reserved! " 
DataCodecReady ： 1, " LZW codec avail, at both end? 
“ AudioCodecReady : 1, /• DPCM codec ... */ 
ImageCodecReady ： 1, /* JPEG codec ... */ 











unsigned long Speed； 
unsigned long PacketsOut； 
unsigned long PacketsIn,• 
unsigned long ErrorCovint ； • • ^ , ^. ^ , S m S CoSnectTime; /* in seconds since std time */ 




/ * TLI calling parameters‘ struct */ 
typedef struct { 
int connection—no; /* Connection number */ 
int connection-type; /* Type of network channel */ 
int function； /* Function of this call */ 
int p_addr_len; /* Length of peer addresses */ 
char *^er_addr； /* Target station address */ 
int l_addr_len； /* Length of local addresses */ 
char *iocal3ddr； /* Local station address •/ 
char *resp_addr； /* Response address / 
char *req_exp_data； /* Request expedited data option */ 
char *QOS； 一 /* Quality of service */ 
char *reason； /* Disconnect reason ' 
long user_data_len； /* Size of user data / 
char *user_data; /* TS user data ” � 
long *in_data_len； /• Size of inbound buffer */ 
time t timeout； /* Max. time allowed for blocking*/ 
ConnictionTableEntry *CTE; /* Pointer to CTE entry */ 
} TLI_ParaStruct； 
#endif /* _TLI_H */ 
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/ … … … … … / 
/* t l i - l p x . h */ 
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * I 
#ifndef _ T L I _ I P X _ 
#define _TLI一IPX_ 
#include "tli.h" 
#define SWAPKa, b) (swab ((char *) &a, (char *), &b, 2)) 
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 
/* TLI - IPX Interfacing Send/Receive Services */ /***********************************************/ 
/* Initialize the inbound buffer 
* 
* Note ： 1. This procedure linked the buffer with a opened socket. 
* 2. ESR is fixed. (IPX_ESR_Receive) */ 
int InitlnboundBuffer (int num_buf, unsigned int socket); 
/* . 
* Event service routine for IPX Listen. 
*/ 
void far IPX_ESR_Receive (void); 
/* 
* init the network system. * Return 0 or 1 on success, -1 on failure. */ 
int TLI_InitNetwork (TLI_ParaStruct *tpara)； 
/ * 
* start the network software, with the *option. 
* Return 0 on success, -1 on failure. ^ , ,, 
* Note ： 1, The local network address is returned thr, local_addr. 
* 2 The *option parameter is network specific, . 
* in IPX, this represent the socket. Pass 0 for auto allocation. 
* / 
int TLI BincSNetwork (TLI一ParaStruct *tpara, “ „ … */ 
一 unsigned int *option)； /* Socket number */ 
/ * 
* Shutdown the passed network port. 
* Always return success. */ 
int TLI_ShutdownNetwork (TLI_ParaStruct *tpara); 
�** send a single IPX datagram to destination w/o error/flow control. 
* Return 0 on success, -1 on failure. 
* Note ： 1. No guarantee of delivery! 
* 2. This is a blocking function. 
* 3. Maximum data size = 546 bytes. 
*/ 
int TLI IPX一Send (struct LocalNodelnfo *dest_phy_addr, . 
一 一 char * des t_ima_aaar, 




* Receive a single IPX datagram. (Actually do a Listen) 
* Return 0 on no data available, 
* 1 on data received, 
* -1 on packet error. 
* 
* Note ： 1. On error, packet is discarded. 
* 2. Error/Flow Control not implemented yet. 
* 3. Assume user buffer is large enough！ 
* / 
int TLI IPX Receive (struct LocalNodelnfo *local_address, /* In */ 
- - struct LocalNodelnfo *peer_address, /* Out */ 
void *packet_ptr, /* User 
supplied buf fer V long *packet_len) ； /* In V 
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f**********************************/ 
/* Transport Layer Implementation */ 
/* Connectionless Services */ 
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 
/* Send Datagram - Data.Request 
* Notes ： 1. Maximum data size = 64K bytes. . 
* 2. Data block > 546 bytes will be disassemble/assemble into 
* multiple IPX packets transparently. 
* 3. Guarrantee data either arrive corretly or not arrive at all. 
* 4. Assume local socket already opened. 
* 5. Assume the underlying IPX services are reliable. 
* 6. Only check sequence number, no CRC check at TLI level. 
i \ 
I int TLI_UnitDataReq (TLI.ParaStruct *tli_para); 
/* Receive Datagram - Data.Ind 
* Return ： 0 on no data, 
* 1 on data received, 
* -1 on system errors, 
* -2 on unknown packet error, 
* -3 on buffer too small error, 
* -4 on CRC error, 
* -5 on timeout. 
* Notes : 1. Maximum data size = 64K bytes. • 
* 2. Data block > 546 bytes will be disassemble/assemble into 
* multiple IPX packets transparently. 
* 3. Guarrantee data either arrive corretly or not arrive at all. 
* 4. Assume local socket already opened. 
* 5. Assume the underlying IPX services are reliable. 
* 6. Only check sequence number, no CRC check at TLI level. 
* 7, Received data size return thr. tli_para->in_data_len. 
int TLI_UnitDataInd (TLI_ParaStruct *tli_para)； 
#endif /* _TLI_IPX_ */ 
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/**************/ 
/* Ipx.h */ 
/ … * * … … … / 
struct IPXHEADER { 
unsigned int checksum； 
unsigned int length； 
unsigned char transport—control; 
unsigned char packet—type; 
unsigned char dest_network一number [4]； 
unsigned char dest_network_node [6]； 
unsigned int dest_network_socket； 
unsigned char source_network_number [4]； 
unsigned char source_network_node [6]; 
unsigned int source—network 一 s o c k e t ; 
}; 
struct ECB 
void far *link一address; 
void far (*event一service—routine)(void); 
unsigned char in一 use; 
unsigned char completion—code; 
unsigned int socket—number; � u ^ . ^  ., 
unsigned int connection_id； /* returned by Listen */ 
unsigned int rest_of—workspace; 
unsigned char driver—workspace [12]; 
unsigned char immediate_address [ 6]； 
unsigned int packet一count; 
struct { 
void far *address； 
unsigned int length； 
} packet [2]； 
}； 
struct LocalNodelnfo { 
unsigned char network—number[4]; 
unsigned char node一address[6]; 
unsigned int socket; 
}； 
int IPX-Installed (void)； � 
int IPX_CancelEvent (struct ECB *ecb_ptr); 
void IPX_CloseSocket (unsigned int socket); 
int IPjLopenSocket (unsigned int *socket)； 
int lPX~GetLocalTarget (unsigned char *dest_network, 
inu - unsigned char *dest一node, 
unsigned int dest_socket, 
unsigned char *bridge_address, 
unsigned int *est一time); 
void IPX-Yield (void)； 
int IPX ListenSocket (struct ECB *ecb^tr); 
^oid IPxJsendPacket (struct ECB *ecb_ptr)； 
IPJT GetlnternetAddress (unsigned char connection一number, int 丄 - unsigned char *network_nuinber, 
unsigned char *physical_node)； 
unsigned int iPX_GetlstConnectionNum (char *who); 
iinsicmed char IPX GetConnectionNumber (void)； . ‘. , ^ i d ^ —IPX GetUserlD (unsigned char connection.number - unsigned char *user_id)； 
v o i d IPX_GetInternetworkAddress(char far * reply—buffer); 
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^*************I 
/* ipx.c */ /************* ! 
#include <stdlib.h> 




/•void far (*ipx_spx) (void) ； *** Use Int 7A instead ***/ 
int IPXInstalled = FALSE； /* Global IPX install flag V 
int SPXInstalled = FALSE； ” Global SPX install flag */ 
/* 
* Check availability of the IPX driver. 
* Return 0 for IPX presents； 1 for IPX/SPX both present. 
* Initialize the IPXInstalled & SPXInstalled flags accordingly. 
* / 
int IPX 一 I n s t a l l e d ( v o i d ) { 
union REGS regs ; 
struct SREGS sregs; 
regs.X.ax = 0x7a00; 
int86x(0x2f, &regs, &regs, &sregs); 
if (regs.h.al ！= Oxff) return -1; 
IPXInstalled = TRUE； 
/* ipx_spx = MK_FP(sregs.es, regs.x.di);*/ 
regs.x.bx = 0x0010; 
regs.h.al = 0x00； 
int86x(0x7A, &regs, fcregs, &sregs); 
if (regs.h.al == 0x00) return 0； 
SPXInstalled = TRUE; 
return 1 ; } 
/ * 
* Cancel a pending IPX/SPX event (of the given ECB). * Parameter ： Event Control Block (ECB) of the event to be cancelled. 
* Return : 0x00 on success ; 
* Oxf9 on failure； 
* Oxff on ECB not in use. 
* / 
int IPX_CancelEvent(struct ECB *ecb_ptr) 
{ “ 
union REGS regs; 
struct SREGS sregs； � … ， „„ , . , 
sregs.es = FP_SEG{ (void far *) ecb_ptr) ； /* Pitfall ： ES used */ 
regs.X.si = FP_OFF( (void far •) ecb_ptr); 
regs.x.bx = 0x0006; 
int86x(0x7A, &regs, &regs, &sregs)； 
regs.h.ah = 0; 
return regs.x.ax; } 
/ * * Close a socket 
* Parameter ： Socket number 
* Return ： None 
*/ 
void IPX_CloseSocket(unsigned int socket) 
{ “ 
union REGS regs； 
if (！IPXInstalled) {printf("close error\n")； return;} 
/* printf {"%d socket being closed here\n__, socket);*/ 
regs.x.bx = 0x0001; 
regs.x.dx = socket； 
int86(0x7A, &regs, &regs)； 
/* printf{"%d socket is closed\n", socket)；*/ } 
/ * , * ocen a socket , ^ , , *» * Parameter : Pointer to Socket number (* In network byte order! *) * farameu q for system default % 0x4000 - 0x8000 
* 0x0000 -> 0x0bb9 & >0x8000 are all reserved. 
* Return ： 0x00 Success 
* Oxfe Socket table is full 
* Oxff Socket already open 
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* Note ： 1. Assigned socket number return through *socket parameter. 
* 2. Always open long-lived sockets. 
*/ 
int IPX_OpenSocket(unsigned int *socket) { 
union REGS regs; 
if (！IPXInstalled) return -1； 
regs.x.dx = *socket； 
regs.x.bx = 0x0000； 
regs.h.al = 0x00; 
int86(0x7A, &regs, &regs)； 
•socket = regs.x.dx； 
regs.h.ah = 0; 
I return regs .x .ax ; i } 
i . I * Get the immediate destination node address 
* Return ： 0x00 Success 
* Oxfa No path to destination 
*/ 
int lPX_GetLocalTarget(unsigned char *clest_network, " Pointer to Destination 
network •/ unsigned char *dest_node, “ Pointer to 
Destination node */ unsigned int dest.socket, /* Destination 
socket */ unsigned char *bridge_address, /* Pointer to 
！ returned bridge address */ ^signed int *est_time) /* Estimated 
transport time, pass NULL for nop */ I ( 
unsigned int temp—ax; 
‘ union REGS regs; 
I struct SREGS sregs; 
I struct { , 
unsigned char network_nuinber [4]； 
unsigned char physical—node [6]； 
unsigned int socket； 
, } request—buffer; struct { , … ！ unsigned char local—target [6]; 
} reply-buffer; ” 
inemcpy(request-buffer.network—number, dest_network, 4); 
memcpy(request_buffer.physical-node, dest一node' 6); 
request—buffer.socket = dest_socket； 
sregs.es = FP_SEG( (void far *) &request_buffer); 
regs.X.si = FP_OFF( (void far •) &request_buffer); 
regs.x.di = FP_OFF( (void far *) &reply_buffer); 
regs.x.bx = 0x0002； 
int86x(0x7A, &regs, &regs, &sregs); 
regs.h.ah = 0; 
temp_ax = regs•x.ax; 
if (est一time ！ = NULL) 
*est_time = regs.x.cx； 
memcpy(bridge-address, reply一buffer.local一target, 6)； 
return temp_ax； 
} 
'** Relinquish control to IPX (Possibly during a poll) 
* Parameter : None 
* Return ： None 
*/ 
void IPX一Yield (void) 
{ union REGS regs; regs.x.bx = OxOOOA; 
int86(0x7A, &regs, &regs); } 
/ * , * Listen for a socket , “ 
* _ Pass a buffer for reception of a packet. 
* Parameter ： Pointer to Event Control Block 
* Return : 0x00 Success . 
* Oxff Socket not exist 
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* Note ： The ECB must be setup before call. 
* The return value is the immediate completion code only. 
*/ 
int IPX_ListenSocket(struct ECB *ecb_ptr) 
{ 
！ union REGS regs ； 
I struct SREGS sregs; 
i sregs.es = FP_SEG( (void far •) ecb_ptr)； 
regs.X.si = FP_OFF( (void far *) ecb_ptr); 
丨 regs.x.bx = 0x0004； 
int86x(0x7A, &regs, &regs, fcsregs); 
return regs.h.al; } 
/ * 
* Send a packet 
* Parameter ： Pointer to Event Control Block 
* Return ： None 
*/ 
void IPX_SendPacket(struct ECB *ecb_ptr) 
{ 
union REGS regs; 
struct SREGS sregs; 
sregs.es = FP_SEG( (void far *) ecb_ptr)； 
regs.X.si = FP_OFF( (void far *) ecb_ptr)； 
regs.x.bx = 0x0003; int86x(0x7A, &regs, &regs, fcsregs)； / … L a s t ! ** / } 
int IPX_GetIntemetAddress (unsigned char connect ion—number, 
— unsigned char *network一 number, 
unsigned char *physical_node) 
{ 
union REGS regs; 
struct SREGS sregs； 
struct { 
unsigned int len; 
unsigned char buffer一type; 
unsigned char connection_number; 
} request-buffer; struct { 
unsigned int len; 
unsigned char network一number [4]; 
unsigned char physical,node [6]; 
unsigned int server—socket; 
} reply 一 buffer; 
regs.h.ah = 0xe3； 
request-buffer.len = 2; 
request-buffer.buffer-type = 0x13; 
r e q u e s t - b u f f er.connection_number = connec 11 on_n\imber ； 
reply_buffer.len = 1 2 ; ^ ^^ , 
regs.X.si = FP_OFF( (void far *) &request_buffer>; 
sregs ds = F^SEG( (void far *) &request_buffer); 
regs.x.di = FP_OFF( (void far *) &reply_buffer)； 
sregs.es = F^SEG( (void far •) &reply_buffer)； 
int86x(0x21, &regs, &regs, &sregs) ； ^ 为、 
memcpy(network一number, reply—buffer.network-number, 4)； 
memcpy(physical-node, reply 一 b u f f e r . p h y s i c a l — n o d e , 6); 
regs.h.ah = 0; 
return regs.x.ax； 
} 
unsigned int IPX一GetlstCormectionNum (char *who) 
{ 
union REGS regs ; 
struct SREGS sregs; 
struct { 
unsigned int len； 
unsigned char buffer—type; 
unsigned int object—type; 
unsigned char name_len； 
unsigned char name [47]; 
} request—buffer; struct { 
unsigned int len； 
unsigned char number_connections; 
unsigned char connection_num [100]; 
} reply—buffer; 
regs.h.ah = 0xe3； 
request—buffer.len = 51; 
request_buffer.buffer_type = 0x15; 
request-buffer.object一type = 0x0100； “ A.31 
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request-buffer.name一1en = (unsigned char) strlen(who)； 
strcpy(Tchar *)request—buffer.name, who); 
reply—buffer.len = 101; 
regs.x.si = FP_OFF( (void far *) Screquest_buffer)； 
sregs.ds = FP_SEG( (void far *) &request_buffer)； 
regs.x.di = F P3F F( (void far *) &reply_buffer); 
sregs.es = FP_SEG( (void far *) &reply_buffer)； 
int86x(0x21. Scrags, &regs, Scsregs); 
if (regs.h.al ！= 0) return 0； 
if (reply_buffer.number_connections == 0) return 0； 
regs.h.ah = 0 ; 
regs.h.al = reply—buffer.connection_num[0]； 
return regs.x.ax; } 
I unsigned char IPX_GetConnectionNumber(void) 




void IPX-GetUserID(unsigned char connection_number, 
一 unsigned char *user_id) 
{ 
union REGS regs; 
struct SREGS sregs; 
struct { 
unsigned int len； 
unsigned char buffer—type; 
unsigned char connection一 number; 
} request-buffer; 
s truct { 
unsigned int len； 
unsigned char object—id[4]; 
unsigned char object_type[2]； 
char object_name[48]; 
char login 一 t i m e [ 7 ] ; 
} reply 一 buffer; 
regs.h.ah = 0xe3； 
request一 buffer.len = 2; 
request—buffer.buffer-type = 0x16; 
request-buffer, connection—number = connection_n\ainber ; 
reply_buffer.len = 61; “ 在^：、 
regs.x.si = FP_OFF( (void far *) &request_buffer); 
sregs.ds = F^SEG( (void far *) &request_buffer); 
regs.x.di = FP_OFF( (void far *) &reply_buffer)； 
sregs.es = F^SEG( (void far *) &reply_buffer)； 
int86x(0x21, &regs, &regs, &sregs)； ^. ^ ... 
stmcpy( (char *) user一id, r e p l y 一 b u f f e r • ob]ect_name, 4 8 ) ; 
} 
/* 
* Get the address of local workstation 
* Parameter ： LocalNodelnfo struct 
* Return ： None 
* I 
void IPX_GetIntemetworkAddress (char far * reply—buffer) { 
union REGS regs; 
struct SREGS sregs; 
regs.x.bx = 0x09; ^ . . . 
sregs.es = FP_SEG( (void far *) reply buffer)； 
regs.x.si = FP_OFF( (void far *) reply—buffer); 
int86x (0x7A, &regs, &regs, &sregs); 
} 
/* Test Routine *** 
void main(void) 
struct LocalNodelnfo reply一buffer; ^^ � 
IPX_GetInternetworkAddress ((char *)&reply_buffer); 
*** End of Test Routine */ 
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I #define Socket—Alpha 0x4141 
f #define Socket一Beta 0x4242 
I #define Socket一Delta 0x4343 
I #define Socket_Gairana 0x4344 
#define MSG_LEN 80 
int TLI_IPX_Send (unsigned char *dest_network, 
unsigned char *dest_node, 
unsigned int dest一socket, 
void *packet_ptr, 
int packet_len, 
unsigned int SendSocket, 
I struct ECB *send_ecb, 
i struct IPXHEADER *send_header) 
‘ { 
int i ; 
meniset(send_ecb, 0, sizeof (struct ECB)); 
send_ecb->socket一number = SendSocket; 
i = iPX-GetLocalTarget (dest_network, dest_node, dest_socket, 
一 send_ecb->iiranediate_address, NULL)； 
if (i != 0) return i; 
send_ecb->packet_covint = 2； 
send ecb->packet[0].address = send—header; 
sendlecb->packet[0].length = sizeof(struct IPXHEADER); 
send_ecb->packet[1].address = packet_ptr； 
send_ecb->packet[1].length = packet_len； 
send_header->packet_type = 4; 
memcpy (send 一 h e a d e r - > d e s t _ n e t w o r k 一 n u m b e r , dest一network, 4); 
memcpy (send_header->dest一network—node, dest_node, 6); 
send_header->dest_network_socket = dest一socket; 
/ * 
AnalyzelpxHeader((struct IpxHeader *) send—header); 
AnalyzeEcb((struct Ecb *) send_ecb)； 
* / 
IPX_SendPacket{send_ecb); 
return 0 ； 
} 
void ErrorExit (char *err_msg) 
{ clrscr()； � 
printf ("\n\n%s\n\n", err_msg)； 
IPX_CloseSocket ((unsigned int )Socket—Alpha); IPX二CloseSocket ((unsigned int >Socket—Beta); 




{ IPX一CloseSocket ((unsigned int )Socket—Alpha); 
IPxIcloseSocket ((unsigned int )Socket一Beta); 
IPX 二 C l o s e S o c k e t ((unsigned int )Socket—Delta); IPX二CloseSocket ((unsigned int ) Socket_Gainma)； 
} 一 
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void OpenAllSocketO 
unsigned int my_sock = Socket—Alpha; 
unsigned int your—sock = Socket一Beta; 
unsigned int rec一sock = Socket—Delta; 
unsigned int tran_sock = Socket.Gamma; 
if (IPX一OpenSocket (&my_sock) ！= 0) 
ErrorExit ("Unable to open socket!\n")； 
if (IPX_OpenSocket (&your_sock) ！= 0) 
ErrorExit ("Unable to open socket!\n"); 
if (IPX_OpenSocket (&tran_sock) ！= 0) 
ErrorExit ("Unable to open socket!\n"); 
if (IPX_OpenSocket (Screc_sock) ！= 0) 
ErrorExit ("Unable to open socket！\n")； 
) 
int recxl = 1 ; 
int recyl = 0 ; 
int tranxl = 1 ; 
int tranyl = 0 ; 
void put_tran_text(char ch) { 
if (ch == '\xOD') { 
++tranyl; 
tranyl %= 12; 
I tranxl = 1; 
I gotoxy(l,tranyl+14); 
clreol(); 
)else if (ch == '\x08') { 




} else { 
gotoxy(tranxl, (tranyl + 14)); 
if (tranxl == 80) ++tranyl; 
tranxl %= 80; 




void put_rec_text(char ch) 
^ if (ch == '\xOD') { 
++recyl; 
recyl %= 12; 
recxl = 1; 
gotoxy(1, recyl+1); 
clreol(); 
ilse i f � c h == '\x08' ) { 
if (recxl ！= 1) { 
gotoxy(--recxl, (recyl + 1))； 
putch{'\xO'); 
} 
} else { 
gotoxy(recxl, (recyl + 1)); 
if (recxl == 80) ++recyl; 
recxl %= 80; 




void AskWhereAmI (unsigned char *remote_addr) { 
char ch; 
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printf ("\n\n\n Network Receiver using Netware IPX\n")； 
printf ('• Is this the 386 ？ (y/n)__); 




if {(ch == 'y') II (ch == 'Y')) 
strcpy (remote_addr, _.\x02\x60\x8c\x6d\x64\xcd\:x00._�； 
else 
strcpy (remote_addr, "\x02\x60\x8c\x6d\x64\xd6\x00"); 
/* strcpy (remote_addr, "\xff\xff\xff\xff\xff\xff\xOO");*/ 
} 
void main (void) 
{ char msg [MSG_LEN] , sendmsg [MSG_LEN]; 
unsigned char dest_network[4], dest一 node[6]; 
struct ECB ecb, SendEcb； � 一 jt « 
struct IPXHEADER header, *IpxHeadPtr, SendHeader, *SendIpxHeadPtr； 
int i, recx, recy, tranx, trany; 
unsigned int my_socket = Socket_Gainma; 
unsigned int tran_socket = Socket—Beta; 
unsigned int rec_socket = Socket—Delta; 
unsigned int your—socket = Socket_Alpha； 
char ch ； 
char *string； 
short OK = FALSE; 
cprintf (__\n\n Netware IPX Test System - Receiver Process\n\r")； 
cprintf ("\n Initializing IPX carrier ... \n\r")； 
if {IPX-Installed(> == -1) 
ErrorExit ("IPX not loaded!"); 
CloseAllSocket0; 
OpenAllSocket(); 
memset(&ecb, 0, sizeof(struct ECB)); 
memset{&header, 0, sizeof(struct IPXHEADER)); 
/* Setup ECB information for IPX packet */ 
ecb.socket_nuinber = rec_socket; 
ecb.packet_count = 2; 
ecb.packet [0] .address = Scheader; , 
ecb.packet[0].length = sizeof(struct IPXHEADER); 
ecb.packet[1].address = msg； 
ecb.packet[1].length = 79; 




if (ipx_ListenSocket (&ecb> ！= 0) 
ErrorExit ("Fail to listen socket!"); 
OK = FALSE; 
while (ecb.in_use) { /；. Wait for receiving */ 
if (kbhitO ) { /* Sending char */ 
if ((ch = getchO ) ！= '\xlB')( 
put_tran_text(ch)； 
sendmsg[0] = ch； 
sendmsg[1] = '\xO'; 
i = TLI_IPX_Send(dest一network,dest一 node, tran_socket, 
sendmsg, strlen(sendmsg) + 1, my_socket, 
ScSendEcb, &SendHeader)； 
if (i ！= 0) ErrorExit("Cannot locate destination workstation!"); 
if (ecb.completion_code ！= 0) 
ErrorExit ("Fail to send packet！"); 
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if (ecb.completion_code ！ = 0) { 
printf ("Error Code ： %i", ecb.completion一code); 
ErrorExit ("Fail to receive packet!"); 
} /* Packet Received */ 
IpxHeadPtr = (struct IPXHEADER *) ecb.packet[0].address; 
string = ecb.packet[1].address； 
string[1] = ‘\xO‘； 
put_rec_text(string[0]); 
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/ * * … … … • * * / 









#define Socket—Alpha 0x4141 
#define Socket一Beta 0x4242 
#define Socket—Delta 0x4343 
#define Socket-Gamma 0x4444 
#define MSG_LEN 2000 
#define DELAY 2000 
unsigned short far *fifo_w = (unsigned short far *) 0xB4000000L； 
unsigned short far *fifo_r = (unsigned short far : O^BSOOOOOOL; 
unsigned short far *st_reg = (unsigned short far *) 0xB6000000L； 
unsigned short far *fifo_rs = (unsigned short far *) 0xB7000000L； 
int TLI一IPX-Send {unsigned char *dest_network, 
一 unsigned char *dest_node, 
unsigned int dest一socket, 
void *packet_ptr, 
int packet一len, 
unsigned int SendSocket, 
struct ECB *send_ecb, 
struct IPXHEADER *send—header) 
{ int i; 
memset(send_ecb, 0, sizeof(struct ECB))； 
send_ecb->socket_nuinber = SendSocket ； 
i = iPX_GetLocalTarget (dest_network, dest_node, dest一socket, 
- send_ecb->inimediate_address, NULL); 
if (i ！= 0) return i; 
send_ecb->packet_co\int = 2 ； 
send~ecb->packet[0].address = send—header; 
sSd:ecb->packet[0] . length = sizeof (struct IPXHEADER); 
send_ecb->packet[1].address = packet_ptr； 
send_ecb->packet[1].length = packet_len； 
send_header->packet_type = 4; 
memcpy (send_header->dest_network_number, dest_network, 4)； 
memcpy (send_header->dest_network_node, dest_node, 6); 
send_header->dest_network_socket = dest_socket； 
‘ AnalyzeIpxHeader((struct IpxHeader *) send—header); 
AnalyzeEcb((struct Ecb *) send_ecb); 
* I 
I P X _ S e n d P a c k e t ( s e n d _ e c b ) ; 
return 0 ; 
} 
void ErrorExit (char *err_msg) 
{ clrscr0； 、 
printf (•'\n\n%s\n\n", err_msg)； 
lPX_CloseSocket {(unsigned int )Socket—Alpha); 
IPX~CloseSocket ((unsigned int )Socket_Beta); 
I P x ' c l o s e S o c k e t ( ( u n s i g n e d i n t ) S o c k e t一 D e l t a ; 
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void CloseAllSocketO 
IPX_CloseSocket ((unsigned int )Socket—Alpha); 
IPX_CloseSocket ((unsigned int )Socket—Beta); 
IPX_CloseSocket ((unsigned int )Socket—Delta); 
IPX_CloseSocket ((unsigned int ) Socket_Ganima); 
} 
void OpenAllSocket() 
unsigned int my_sock = Socket一Alpha; 
I unsigned int your_sock = Socket_Beta； 
unsigned int rec_sock = Socket—Delta; 
！ unsigned int tran_sock = Socket-Gamma; 
if (IPX_OpenSocket (&my_sock) ！= 0) 
ErrorExit ("Unable to open socket!\n"); 
if (IPX_OpenSocket (&your_sock) ！= 0) 
ErrorExit ("Unable to open socket!\n"); 
if (IPX—OpenSocket (&tran_sock) ！= 0) 
ErrorExit {"Unable to open socket!\n"); 
if (iPX_OpenSocket (&rec_sock) ！= 0) 
ErrorExit ("Unable to open socket!\n")； 
} 
int recxl = 1 ; 
int recyl = 0 ; 
int tranxl = 1 ; 
int tranyl = 0 ; 
void put—tran-text(char ch) 
{ if (ch == '\xOD') { 
++tranyl; 
tranyl %= 12 ； 
tranxl = 1； 
gotoxy(1,tranyl+14); 
clreolO ; 
else if (ch == '\x08') { 





gotoxy(tranxl, {tranyl + 14)); 
if (tranxl == 80) ++tranyl; 
tranxl %= 80; 




void put_rec一text(char ch) 
^ if (ch == '\xOD') { 
++recyl; 
recyl %= 12; 
recxl = 1; 
gotoxy(1,recyl+1); 
clreol(); 
else if (ch == '\x08') { 
if (recxl ！= 1) { 




gotoxy(recxl, (recyl + 1))； 
if (recxl == 80) ++recyl ; 
recxl %= 80; 
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void AskWhereAmI (unsigned char *remote_addr) { 
char ch； 
printf ("\n\n\n Network Receiver using Netware IPX\n"); 
printf (" Is this the 386 ？ (y/n)"); 
ch = getch()； 
clrscr(); 
gotoxy(l,13); . 
printf ( 口）’ 
if ((ch == 'y') II (ch == 'Y')) 
strcpy (remote一addr, "\x02\x60\x8c\x6d\x64\xcd\x00"); 
else 
strcpy (remote_addr, "\x02\x60\x8c\x6d\x64\xd6\x00"); 
/* strcpy (remote.addr, “\xff\xff\xff\xff\xff\xff\xOO");*/ 
} 
double diff_time(struct time second, struct time first) { 
double dif f; 
diff = {second.ti_hour - first.ti_hour) * 3600; 
diff += (second. ti_niin - first. ti_min) * 60; 
diff += (second.ti_sec - first.ti_sec); 
diff += (double) (second. ti_hund - first. ti_h\ind) /lOO； 
return (diff); 
} void main (void) 
char msg[MSG_LEN] , sendmsg [MSG_LEN]; 
unsigned char dest_network[4], dest_node[6]; 
struct ECB ecb, SendEcb; ” 
struct IPXHEADER header, *IpxHeadPt:r, SendHeader, *SGndIpxHeadPtr； 
int i, recx, recy, tranx, trany; 
unsigned int my—socket = Socket—Alpha; 
unsigned int tran_socket = Socket—Delta; 
unsigned int rec_socket = Socket—Beta; 
unsigned int your_socket = Socket-Gamma; 
char ch, byte; 
char *string； 
int count = 0, size = 80, rec_num = 100; 
double gen = 0, received = 0； 
struct time first, second； 
double time_x = 0, expect = 0； 
short OK = FALSE; 
printf("Enter voice packet size (1-2048)："); 
scanf("%d", &size); 
printf("Enter receive packet number： ); 
scanf(“%d", &rec_num); 
if (rec_nuin < 10) rec一num = 10; 
cprintf ("\n\n Netware IPX Test System - Receiver Process\n\r")； 
cprintf ("\n Initializing IPX carrier ... \n\r"); 
if (lPX_Ins tailed 0 == -1) 
Er^orExit ("IPX not loaded!"); 
CloseAllSocketO ; 
OpenAllSocket(); 
memset(&ecb, 0, sizeof(struct ECB)>; 
niemset(&header, 0, sizeof (struct IPXHEADER)); 
/* Setup ECB information for IPX packet */ 
ecb.socket—number = rec_socket; 
ecb.packet一count = 2 ； 
ecb packet [0] .address = Scheader； � 
S : S S c k e t [0]. length = sizeof (struct IPXHEADER); 
ecb.packet[1].address = msg； 
ecb.packet[l].length = MSG_LEN; 
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memset(dest_network, 0, 4); 
AskWhereAmI (dest_node); 
*fifo_rs = 0; 
/* printf("Sound card is enabled\n") ; */ 
gettime(Scfirst); 
do { 
if (lPX_ListenSocket (&ecb) ！= 0) 
ErrorExit ("Fail to listen socket!"); 
OK = FALSE; 
while (ecb.in_use) { /* Wait for receiving */ 
gettime{&second); 
time_x = diff_time (second,first)； 
if{(time_x <= rec_num) && (!kbhit())){ /* Sending char */ 
count = 0； 
while(count < size) { 
if (( 0x01 & (byte = *st_reg)) == D { 




i = TLI_IPX_Send{des t_network,des t_node, tran一socket, 
— sendmsg, size, my—socket, 
&SendEcb, &SendHeader); 
if (i ！= 0) ErrorExit("Cannot locate destination workstation!“); 
} 
else { " E s c Exit */ 
gettime(&second); 
if (kbhitO ) ch = getchO ； 
CloseAllSocketO ; 
*fifo_rs = 0 ; 
/* printf{"Sound card is disabledXn");*/ 
time_x = diff一time(second,first); 
expect = time_x * 8000 / size； 
if (expect == 0) expect = 1; 
printf("Expected Packet Gen： %.2f\n", expect)； • 
printfC-Packet Gen： %.2f, Packet rec： %.2f\n", gen, received); 
printf("Time： %.3f\n", time_x); 
time_x = (expect - received)/expect * 100; 




/* Packet Received */ 
ipxHeadPtr = (struct IPXHEADER •) ecb.packet[0].address； 
string = ecb.packet[1].address； 
••received; 
for(count = 0; count < size； count++) •fifo_w = string[count]; 
} while (！OK); 
*fifo_rs = 0; 
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#define Socket—Alpha 0x5050 
#define Socket—Beta 0x5151 
#define Socket—Delta 0x5252 
•define Socket-Gamma 0x5353 
#define MSG_LEN 1000 
#define DELAY 1000 
unsianed short far *fifo w = (unsigned short far *) 0xB4000000L; 
SlligSld far *fif�:r = (unsigned short far ； ) OxBSOOOOOOL； 
unsianed short far *st reg = (unsigned short far *) OxBSOOOOOOL； 
Slsijned S o r t f S *fifoJs = (unsigned short far *) OxBTOOOOOOL； 
int TLI_IPX_Send (unsigned char *dest_network, 
一 unsigned char *dest一 node, 
unsigned int dest一socket, 
void *packet_ptr, 
int packet一len, 
unsigned int SendSocket, 
struct ECB *send_ecb, 
struct IPXHEADER *send_header) 
{ int i; 
memset(send_ecb, 0, sizeof(struct ECB)); 
send_ecb->socket_number = SendSocket； 
i = lPX_GetLocalTarget (dest_network, dest_node, dest_socket, 
一 send_ecb->iinmediate_address, NULL)； 
if (i ！= 0) return i; 
send_ecb->packet_count = 2 ; 
send 一 e c b _ > p a c k e t [ 0 ] . a d d r e s s = send_header； � 
I S d : l c t > 5 l c k e t l o i . l eng th = s i z e o f { s truct IPXHEADER); 
sendlecb->packet[1].address = packet_ptr； 
sendlecb->packet[1].length = packet—len; 
send_header->packet_type = 4; 
memcpy (send_header->dest_network_nuinber, dest.network, 4); 
memcpy (send_header->dest_network_node, dest_node, 6)； 
send_header->dest_network_socket = dest_socket； 
丨 AnalyzeIpxHeader((struct IpxHeader *) send_header)； 
AnalyzeEcb((struct Ecb *) send_ecb)； 
* / 
IPX_SendPacket(send_ecb); 
return 0 ; 
} 
void ErrorExit (char *err_msg) 
{ clrscr()； � 
printf (••\n\n%s\n\n", err_msg)； … … � 
IPX_CloseSocket ((unsigned int )Socket一Alpha); 
iPX—CloseSocket ((unsigned int ) Socket—Beta) 
IPX~CloseSocket ((unsigned int )Socket—Delta); 
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void CloseAllSocket() 
IPX一CloseSocket ((unsigned int )Socket—Alpha); 
IPX二CloseSocket {(unsigned int )Socket一Beta); 
IPxIcloseSocket ((unsigned i n t )Socket一Delta); 
IPX_CloseSocket ((unsigned int )Socket-Gamma); 
} 
void OpenAllSocket() 
unsigned int my_sock = Socket—Alpha; 
unsigned int your_sock = Socket—Beta; 
unsigned int rec_sock = Socket—Delta; 
unsigned int tran_sock = Socket_Gaitima ; 
if (IPX_OpenSocket (&my_sock) ！= 0) 
ErrorExit ("Unable to open socket!\n"); 
if (IPX_OpenSocket (&your_sock) ！= 0) 
ErrorExit ("Unable to open socket!\n"); 
if (lPX_OpenSocket (&tran_sock) ！= 0) 
ErrorExit ("Unable to open socket!\n"); 
if (lPX_OpenSocket (&rec_sock) ！= 0) 
ErrorExit ("Unable to open socket!\n"); 
} 
int recxl = 1, recyl = 0, tranxl = 1, tranyl = 0; 
void put_tran_text(char ch) 
( if (ch == '\xOD') { 
++tranyl; 
tranyl %= 12 ; 
tranxl = 1; 
gotoxyd, tranyl+14); 
clreol(); 
else if (ch == '\x08') { 





e l s e { , . , . 
gotoxyCtranxl, (tranyl + 14)); 
if (tranxl == 80) ++tranyl; 
tranxl %= 80； 





void put_rec一text(char ch) 
( if (ch == '\xOD' ) { 
++recyl; 
recyl %= 12; 
recxl = 1; 
gotoxyd,recyl+1); 
clreol()； 
ilse if (ch == '\x08') { 
if (recxl ！ = 1) { 
gotoxy(--recxl, (recyl + 1))； 
putch('\xO'); 
} 
} else { 
gotoxy(recxl, (recyl + 1))； 
if (recxl == 80) ++recyl ; 
recxl %= 80； 




void AskWhereAinl (unsigned char *remote_addr) 
char ch； • ^^ 
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printf (“\n\n\n Network Receiver using Netware IPX\n"); 
printf (_. Is this the 386 ？ (y/n) __); 
ch = getch()； 
/* clrscr(); 
gotoxyd, 13) ； v_„i . 
printf ‘‘ 
* / 
i f ((ch == 'y ' ) I I (ch == 'Y')) 
strcpy (remote_addr, "\x02\x60\x8c\x6d\x64\xed\x00")； 
e l S6 
strcpy (remotG_addr, "\x02\x60\x8c\x6d\x64\xdd\x00"); 
/* strcpy (remote一addr, •‘ \xf f \xf f \xf f \xf f \xf f \xee\xOO"); */ 
} 
double diff_time(struct time second, struct time first) { 
double diff; 
diff = (second.ti_hour - first.ti_hour) * 3600; 
diff += (second.ti—min - first.ti_min) * 60; 
diff += (second.ti一sec - first.ti_sec); 
diff += (double) (second.ti_hund - first.ti_hund)/lOO； 
return (diff); 
} doub1e random_n() { 
double a; 







a = -((log(random_n()))/mean); 
return(a); 
} 
void main (void) 
char msg[MSG_LEN], sendmsg[MSG—LEN]; 
unsigned char dest_network[4], dest_node[6]; 
•二; S �iluiSm Ifefde?；" *IpxHeadPtr, SendHeader, *SendIpxHeadPtr； 
int i, recx, recy, tranx, trany; 
unsigned int my一socket = Socket-Gamma; 
unsigned int tran一socket = Socket_Beta； 
unsigned int rec_socket = Socket—Delta; 
unsigned int your_socket = Socket—Alpha; 
char ch, byte ; 
''^ n't 0, size = 80, rec_num = 100, mean = 1; 
double gen = 0, received = 0； 
struct time first, second; 
double time_x = 0, mean_x； 
int interval; 
short OK = FALSE; 
printf("Enter voice packet size (1-2048)："); 
scanf{"%d", &size)； . 
printf("Voice packet size entered ： %a\n", size)； 
/* printf("Enter receive packet number:")； 
？??StirRlcei^'SS；^ rubber entered : , rec.nu.)； 
Z printf ("Enter steps for data loading \%：")； 
scanf{“%d", &mean)； � 
printf("Data offered entered ： %d\%\n", mean); 
/* mean_x = mean； */ 
interval = mean; A.43 
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printf("Interval arrival time : %.6f\n", mean_x)； 
cprintf (“\n\n Netware IPX Test System - Receiver Process\n\r"); 
cprintf ("\n Initializing IPX carrier … \ n \ r _ _ ) ; 
if (IPX-Installed() == -1) 
ErrorExit (“ IPX not loaded!__);. 
CloseAllSocket{); 
OpenAllSocket(); 
memset(&ecb, 0, sizeof(struct ECB)); 
memset (Scheader, 0, sizeof (struct IPXHEADER)); 
/* Setup ECB information for IPX packet */ 
ecb•socket一number = rec一socket； 
ecb.packet_count = 2; 
ecb.packet[0].address = &header； 
ecb.packet[0].length = sizeof(struct IPXHEADER); 
ecb.packet[1].address = msg; 
ecb.packet[1].length = MSG_LEN; 
memset(dest_network, 0, 4); 
AskWhereAmI (dest— node); 
gettime(Scfirst); 
do { 
/* if (IPX_ListenSocket (&ecb) ！= 0) 
ErrorExit ("Fail to listen socket!"); 
OK = FALSE; 
*i while (ecb.in.use) { V /* Wait for receiving */ 
if (IkbhitO ) { /* Sending char */ 
/* interval = exp(mean_x)；*/ 
i = 0； 





i = TLI_IPX_Send(dest_network,dest_node, tran_socket, 
- - sendmsg, size, my—socket, 
ScSendEcb, &SendHeader)； 
^^ ErrorExit{”Cannot locate destination workstation!"); 
} 
else { /* Esc Exit */ 
gettime(&second); 
if (kbhitO) ch = getchO; /• getch() when key hitted */ 
Sn?f("\nPaJkit'' Gen： %.2f. Packet rec: %.2f\n", gen, received); 
time一x = diff_time(second, first); 
printf("Started at: %2d:%02d：%02d.%02d\n", , . 
first.ti_hour, first.ti_min, first.ti_sec, first.ti_hund); 
orintf("End at： %2d:%02d：%02d.%02d\n", ^ , ,, 
P second.ti_hour, second.ti_min, second.ti_sec, second.tx.hund); 
printf("Time elapsed： %.3f\n", time_x)； 
exit(O); 
“ }} */ /* end of while (ecb. in_use) */ 
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f *********** I 







#define DELAY 80 
unsigned short far *fifo_w = (unsigned short f r : 丨 ， ^ 冗 冗 冗 
iinsianed short far *fifo r = (unsigned short far*) OxBSOOOOOOL； 
u S s i ^ n e d I h Z t i l l * s t一 r i g = ( u n s i g n e d s h o r t f a r * ) OxB6000000L； 
uSsigSed short far *fifo_rs= (unsigned short far*) 0xB7000000L； 
double diff_time(struct time, struct time); 
void main(int argc, char *argv[]) 
{ struct time first, second； 
char a , byte; 
int i = 0, size = 80; i n 
double x_loss, y_time, rec_sample = 0, gen_sample = 0; 
char voice[DELAY]; 
FILE *in； 
if (argc ！=2) { … � . . � 
printf("Usage: rec filenameXn ); 
exit(O); 
} 
printf("Enter voice packet size (1-1000)："); 
scanf ("%d", &size) ; " � � • 
printf("Voice packet size entered： %d\n , size), 
*fifo_rs = 0； /* enable sound card and reset FIFOs */ 
in = fopen(argv[l], "wb")； 
i = 0; 
printf'("\nPress any key to stop recording. . An"); 
gettime(&first); 
while (IkbhitO ) { 
i = 0; 
while {i< size) { ,, i � , 
if ( ( 0x01 & (byte = *st_reg) ) == D I 
voice[i++] = *fifo_r； 
} 
for(i=0;i<size； ++i) { 
•fifo_w = voice[i]; 
fputc(voice[i], in); 
++rec_sample,• 
“ fwrite(voice, size, 1, in);*/ 
} 
get:tiine(&second)； 
仏 微 H 二 二 二 二 t . 一 ， f i r s t . 一 ) ； 
printf 二 = & s e c o n d . ti_.und); 
y_time = diff_time(second,first); 
gen—sample = (8000 * y_time); 
printf ("Time： %.3f s. Expected No. of S^ple recorded： %.2f\n,_, 
^ y_t ime, gen_s ample); 
*fifrrs''= 0; /* disable sound card & reset FIFOs V 
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} r 
double diff_time(struct time second, struct time first) { 
double diff； . , � 
diff = (second.ti_hour - first.ti_hour) * 3600; 
diff += (second.ti_min - first.ti_min) * 60； 
diff += (second.ti_sec - first.ti_sec); 
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#define DELAY 80 
unsigned short far *fifo_w = (unsigned short fr:丨 J x ^冗冗冗 
unsigned short far •fifo_r = (unsigned short far*) OxBSOOOOOOL； 
unsigned short far *st_reg = (unsigned short far*) jxB6000000L; 
unsigned short far *fifo_rs= (unsigned short far*) 0xB7000000L； 
void main(int argc, char * a r g v� 
{ char a , byte; 
int i = 0 ; 
char voice[DELAY]; 
FILE *out; 




*fifo_rs = 0; /* enable sound card and reset FIFOs */ 
out = fopen(argv[l], "rb"); 
i = 0 ; printf ("Press any key to stop play back\n")； 
while((！kbhitO ) && (! feof (out)) ) { 
i = 0 • 
while {i< DELAY ScSc (! feof (out))) { - , 
if ( ( 0x20 & (byte = *st_reg)) == 0x20){ 




if (kbhitO ) a = getchO ； 
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/ * * * * * * * * * * * * / 







#define MAX 2048 
unsigned short far *fifo_w = (unsigned short far*) OxB4000000L； 
unlived short far *fifo_r = (unsigned short far*) 0xB5000000L； 
unsigned short far *st_reg = (unsigned short far*) 0xB6000000L; 
unsigned short far *fifo_rs= (unsigned short far*) 0xB7000000L； 
void main() 
{ char a , byte； 
int i = 0; 
int size = 80； 
char voice [MAX]； 
printf("Enter voice packet size (1-2048):"); 
scanf("%d", &size); 
*fifo_rs = 0; /* enable sound card and reset FIFOs */ 
i = 0 • 
printf (nnPress any key to stop recording. \n"); 
while {IkbhitO ) { 
i = 0 • 
while (i< size) { ^ ^ ” ， 
if ( ( 0x01 & (byte = *st_reg)) == D ( 
voice[i++] = *fifo_r; 
} 
for(i=0;i<size； ++i) { 
*fifo_w = voice[i]; 
} 
} 
/* disable sound card & reset FIFOs */ 
} 
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/ … … … … * / /* sound.h */ /************* j 
#define MAX 256 
#define FUL 1 
#define EMP 1 
#define MAJ 25 
#define READ_ADD OxbSOOO 
#define WRITE_ADD 0xb4000 
#define REG_ADD 0xb6000 
#define RST OxbTOOO 
#define EEXISTANCE 237 
•define EINVALIDCMD 238 
#define EINVALIDMODE 239 
#define EOUTOFMEMORY 240 
#define ENOTHING 241 
#define ADD—HANDLER 0x5453 
#define PASS 25 /* the jiffies between every poll */ 
#define BUSY 1 
#define IDLE 0 
#define NORMAL 0 
#define LOOPBACK 1 
#define NOT 0 
#define YES 1 
#define SETMODE 1 
unsigned long sound_init ( unsigned long ); 
static void sound-release ( struct inode * ' J ^ r u f file ；)； 
- - - ： 二 H 二 ！ 丨 S o ^ l ： ： • 忠 * ： 二 i n t 
); 
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struct file—operations soiand_fops = { 
NULL, /* sound一 seek */ 
sound—read, /* sound—read */ 
sound—write, /* sound_write */ 
N U L L,一 /* sound_readdir */ 
NULL, /* sound一select */ 
sound—ioctl, “ sound_ioctl */ 
N U L L, /* sound_inmap */ 
sound_open, /* sound_open */ 
so\and_release /* sound_release */ 
Unsigned char* read—address = (^signed char*) 
unsianed char* write address = (unsigned char*) WRITE一ADD, 
lllr* reg_address = (unsigned char*) REG ^ D ; 
unsigned char* reset_address = (unsigned char*) RST； 
int mode = LOOPBACK； 
unsigned long sound_init ( unsigned long kmem.start ) 




static void sound一release ( struct inode *inode , struct file *file) 
( unsigned char byte; 
memcpy(reset_address , &byte , D ； ^ , . „.. 
printk ("Full duplex sound card released.\n )' 
} 
static int sound-open ( struct inode *inode , struct file •file ) { 
unsigned char byte; 
memcpy (&byte ' reg_address , 1 )； 
i f / / bvte & OxcO) = 0x40 ) I , ^ . , 
prirSc ("Cannot open the full duplex sound card.\n"); 
return -EEXISTANCE; } 
byte = 0; 
memcpy ( reset_address , &byte , D ； 
return 0 ； 
static int sound 一 r e a d ( struct inode *inode , struct file *file , char ^buffer , int 
count ) 
^ int i; 
unsigned char byte ; 
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if (count <= 0 ) 
return -EINVAL; 
i if ( buffer == NULL ) 
？ return -EINVAL； 
i “ 
if ( mode == LOOPBACK ) return -EINVALIDMODE; 
* / 
for ( i = 0 ; i < count ； i++ ) { 
memcpy ( fcbyte , reg一address ,1 ); 
if ( ( byte & 0x01 ) == 1 ) { 
1 memcpy_tofs ( buffer+i , read_address, 1 ); 
} 
else { ‘ , 
/* printkC'The input FIFO is empty. \n") ； */ i--; 
} 
} return i ; 
} 
static int sound—write { struct inode *inode , struct file *file , char *buffer , int 
count ) { 
int i; 
unsigned char byte; 
if { count <= 0 ) 
return -EINVAL; 
if ( buffer == NULL ) 
return -EINVAL; 
/ * if ( mode == LOOPBACK ) 
return -EINVALIDMODE; 
* / 
for ( i = 0 ; i < count ； i++ ) { 
memcpyUbyte u V d U t a n d why the full flag has no effect “ 
memcpy.fromfs ( write一address , buffer+x , 1); 
} 
/* printkC'The output fifo is full. \n") ； */ i--; 
} 
} return i ; 
} 
static int sound.ioctl ( struct inode *inode , struct file *file , unsigned int cmd ‘ 
unsigned int arg ) 
sw让chca(seCfElioDE{ ： /* It is meaningless to set the mode for the current version 
of sound card. ( ^^^ == NORMAL || arg == LOOPBACK ) 
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f ************/ 
/* loop .c */ 
/ … … … … / 
#include <stdio.h> 




#define MAX 1 
#define FILE "/dev/sound" 
main () { . 
int fd , count , i ; 
char byte[MAX]; 
if ( ( fd = open ( FILE , 0_RDWR) ) <= 0 ) { 
printf ("Can't open sound driver.\n"); 
exit ( 0 ); 
printf ("fd = %d, sound card enabled! \n", fd ); 
while ( 1 ) { 
read{ fd , byte , MAX); 
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/ * * * * * * * * * * * * / 







#define SERV—TCP一PORT 7989 
#define MAXLINE 512 
int server(void) 
{ int sockfd, new_sockfd,clilen, childpid； 
struct sockaddr_in cli_addr, serv_addr； 
if ((sockfd = socket {AF_INET, SOCK—STREAM, 0) ) < 0) 
{ printf("Server cannot open stream socket\n"); 
exit(-l); 
} 
bzero((char *) &serv_addr, sizeof(serv 一 a d d r ) ) ; 
serv_addr. sin_family = A F _ I N E T； … … t v ^ t ^ � 
serv addr.sin.addr.s_addr = htonl(INADDR.ANY); 
s e r v I a d d r . s i n _ p o r t = htons(SERV_TCP_PORT); 
if (bind(sockfd, (struct sockaddr *) &serv_addr, sizeof(serv 一 a d d r ) ) < 0) 




clilen = sizeof(cli—addr); 
new_sockfd = accept(sockfd, (struct sockaddr *) &cli_addr, &clilen); 
if {new_sockfd < 0) 
printf(“Server cannot accept\n"); 
exit(-l); } 
return new 一 s o c k f d ; 
} 
int client(char *peer_addr) { 
int sockfd； 
struct sockaddr_in serv_addr； 
register struct hostent *hostptr； 
struct in_addr *ptr； 
if ((hostptr = gethostbyname(peer_addr)) == NULL) 
{ printf("gethostbyname error for host %s\n",peer_addr); 
exit(-l); 
} 
ptr = (struct in_addr *) *hostptr->h_addr_list ； 
, bzero((char *) &serv_addr, sizeof(serv_addr)); 
seS^Iaddr.sinlport = htons(SERV_TCP_PORT); 
if ((sockfd = socket (AF.INET, SOCK-STREAM, 0)) < 0) 
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if (connect (sockfd, (struct sockaddr *) &serv_addr' sizeof(serv.addr)) < 0) 
{ printf("Client cannot connect to serverXn"); 
exit(-l); 
} return sockfd； 
} 
void com ( str , coni_sockfd, n) 
unsigned char *str ； 
int com_sockfd; 
int n ； 
{ 
unsi gned char * tmp ； 
tmp = str ； � . � 
if (writen(com_sockfd, tmp, n) ！ = n) 










int writen(register int fd, register char *ptr, register int nbytes) 
int nleft, nwritten； 
nleft = nbytes; 
while (nleft > 0) 
nwritten = write(fd, ptr, nleft); 
if (nwritten <= 0) 
return(nwritten); 
nleft -= nwritten； 
ptr += nwritten; 
return(nbytes - nleft); 
} 
int readline(register int fd, register char *ptr, register int maxlen) { 
int n, rc； 
char c ; 
for (n=l; n < maxlen； n++) 
{ if ((rc = read{fd, &c, 1)) == D { 
*ptr++ = c； 
/* 





else if (rc == 0) { 
if (n == 1) • 
return(0); 
else break; } 
else return(-1); 
} 
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/…………V /* trans.c */ /*************j 
#include <stdio.h> 





#define FILE "/dev/sound" 
#define MAX 50 
void main (int argc , char * argv[]) 
{ int fd , com_sockfd , i, n , count , delayl , delay2 , j = 1; 
char byte [MAX+1] , buffer[MAX+1]; 
if (argc == 1) { printf("Waiting for client...\n ); 
com_sockfd = server(); } 
else if (argc = = 2 ) { I com_sockfd = client(argv[l]); 
！ } 
e l s e { 
printf("Invalid invoking of program.\n"); 
exit(-l); 
printf("Voice call connected.\n"); 
if ( ( fd = open ( FILE , 0_RDWR)) <= "0 ) ( 
printf ("Can't open sound driver.\n"); 
exit (0); 
printf("fd = %d, Sound card is enabled!\n", fd); 
while (1) { … 
read { fd , byte , MAX ); 
com ( byte , com_sock.fd , MAX)； � 
I = readline ( com_sockfd ‘ buffer, MAX+1); 
write ( fd , buffer , MAX ); 
} close (fd); 
close { com_sockfd ); 
} 
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